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Abstract 
DISCRETE ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS 
by 
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Louis;William Stein ' :; 
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The theory and application of discrete hatmonic and·. 
(' 
discrete analytic functions have received considerable 
·-
- . . .. 
-• --·--~-~--~..------a~-· ·.··•·--· •-·-• 
I 
,I 
·attention in mathematical literature. One definition of· -1"' .· 
. 
discrete a~alyticity was introduce~ by Jacqueline Ferrand 
\. 
(Lelong) o She developed several interesting analogies with . -·-·---· -··--· 
----'· 
ordinary analytic functions. Rufus Isaacs contti~ed a 
theory based on another.definition of analyticityo 
' ' . . 
R. J .. 
l •• _ ...... 
. . 
. 1 I 
j \ 
! ! d - .. , :•k '''·C ,.,. .. , ... · Duffin extended, their work in sever-al-.-diret-t-ions--,--~·---·Duffin'·s--·~·-"-: .. - -' :
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.new developments. include analogies of the Cauchy Integral 
(> 
Formula and the Maximum Modulus Principle. 
i l · - --.-----------~------~-------------Th-e work-·-o·f--·Is·aa-cs · and Duff iri · shows: that it is It~----- --- -----~-------·-···------.. ····-- ... -- .. ·-·-·-·---···"··"· .... ..... . -·;.:- .. ·-~ ···---.-·-··--··-·-···----....... -.-.. -.... --·- .. ----......... . 
I' 
r r Ii 
r; I,, 
-·-~ ·---~-~--- difficult .to. defi~e a· product for. two discrete analytic __ .· 
... --- .. ·--· ~ _-----·:functi._ons, which· preserves . analytic.ity·o - This problem was 
-. '• .- .. •, . --
1 
i ;• \ . 
.. 
. . .· '. 
. -<? .... ~-·. j'. - · ~= ~=~--~~~= ~olved by C.- S .. Duris . using a · "convolution prod-u~c·t-~--v, ·-~c-----
f I . . ... ·-· .... ·- .... -- ··-· ···---. . . .·· ....... · .. · .. -.. ·-.. ·-·· -.---- .-... -- ,--- --- ~- --- ... . -
li _ ·---~-----·-·- This thesis· is a report of the ~ork cSf Duffin and· Duris, 
fl'_· ······-. ·.··-········-.. ·····.--·;··- . . . l••c- .CC-"':• .- ::c__=-·='--ccwhich. have appeared, only in research Publications. . It ...... · . : -- .::Cc , .... · .... 
[L · -. i ~--=--- --~~~t~i'll~-bo'th.'i-d~t:aii~a explanation of ~th~ir .· work ···and·· the- - ~ ==······-. 
! i) - ' ' ~ ' . 
; ·I 
..... . - ·-
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rhis thesis ,,is concerned with-complex~valued functions 
. defined at the_ points of the· complex plane· i-1hosc coord1.11ate8 
are integers o . ·n1ese point_s ~9;~ ~-- tatt:LG~:_whi.ch brealts up. 
,-
r __ _ 
the plape into .unit- squares O A function is ·sa-id to be 
- - . discrete analytic at one of these squares if the difference 
,• quotient across one diagonal is equal to the difference 
·,. 
~- .. 
quotient across the _other ·diagon~l; , . 
-~-•"·· ~ ·~-
. -. (c) [f(z + 1 + i) - f{z)]/(1 + i) : .. •' ~-
.... , .., 
......... 
' 
. ·. ..:, 
= [f(z + -i)"-:- f(z + 1)]/(~ .... 1) • 
.. If f -= u + iv where ti and v are real, then it. follows that 
, . discrete analyticity implies that u and v satisfy a pair of 
.. 
·------.-----:--,--:--_·----difference equations which are_,§1.nal~gous to the Cauchy-
"' ·•-,;_~ - -
1 ·- . 
- ' .. - .. -. --
r_ 
Riemann equationso If f is discrete analytic in a region 
it follows that u and v are discrete-harmonic in that 
_regiono - :That ·is,_ -they satisfy the' Laplacian difference·_·· 
·. · 'equations o 
.. 
,,~. ' 
-· ----·--- --~,~-.... ,.:....-~. - --
. -
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- - --~- - ------------·--
-
__ ___:..---:-------:-- ---- - ,. - . - r. 
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however, ha.ve no direct analogy in the classical. continuous 
.:;·:r' . 
theoryo Among these is the notion of dualityo 
The theory and the application of discrete harmonic 
functions have received cons,iderable attention in the 




Rufus Isaacs [4 .. ,5 J developed a theory of discrete ·<J 
· · analytic functions b.ased on tbe following definition· of 
~1'/ ' ,• 
f) 
analyticity~ 
--------------r----- -·---- . (a) ~f(z_+ 1) - f(z) = [f(z + 'i) ~.f(z) ]/io 
... ~ He preferred this definition. tor 
..... ,.,.,, .. 
(b) f(z+'l) - f(z -1) = [f(z+i)---f(z -i)J/i 
.. 
-
which he also consideredo It appears that definition (b) 
is essentially eq~ivalent to tlJ.e Ferrand definition (c). 
_4 __ ____.. ___ • __ ..,._ ----~----
' . - ~,- -;· ' -
It is not apparent that (a) and (c) have any direct relation-
---·--·-··--··--·-·-··------ . --- . -·----------. -h 0 
---·-· . . .· ___ s __ ]_ p ·o TI~finition (a) is si~pler than (c) and leads to 
· ---·--·-·- - -· ---- · ------s-impler -algebra-ic -·formulae.· On the other hand· th·e · harmonic 
. . . . functions corresponding to (a) do not satisfy'. the standard 
. ~t\ 
· The work of Isaacs and Duffin .shows· that it .is difficult 
,, 
-- ---~---- ·------------------------·----------·-----··-- _.,_ ---- .,. 
. V . 
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w~ich preserves dis~rete.analyticityo They investigate 
. _.,.,. . 
·. - ·---' ... --- -------- ---- .. ·--------- . ··--··-
.. operators which correspond to multiplication of _continuous 
. --- . . -· - -·-- -. -- . -- . -----.--------
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. -·- -- . --- ---·----·-------~---- ------~----
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I 
only· if one of the factors is a ·polynomial. Here, a di£-
! 
! ferent .approach, due_ to Co S. Duri~ [2], is taken to the 
·i 
, , 1 I 
problem of multiplication. Using the definition of a discrete 
I 
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~, line integral given by Duffin. [ l], · a· v•convolution product'' 
of two discret'e .functions is defined; · w~ich is .·commutative, 
associative and distributive; apd if the functions involved 
' 
ar·e discrete analytic,· then. so is the product o This pro-
duct. is. a summati6t1 over a chain of lattice. points, which 
· resembles· the convolution int·egral appearing· in the theory 
of the Laplace transform~ 
,:-~ 
Synonyms for 0'd~s<;rete_ ·' c9.n~lytic uv~ are 81preholomorphic" 
8
'Preharmonic UI isJ·: synonyrnou~ ,,. wi~li 
·- -- ~ ---·-·· 
- . 
a.nd umonodif fric O w, 
"discrete harmonic O w, 
. 
-
--------- ---·--·-· Various other discrete analogs of 





- no COilfUSiOll results, the qualifier 11discreteVI ·is droppedo -·----.-·- - ·. -~"-· ·-. 
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1, Co,µ;'jtifates, Duals, and D·erivatives1 
Definitions ahd Remarks 
(.;,__..._ 
DEFINITION lalo The lattice _2oints·of the comelex 
.& plane are· the points z ~ rn I in wl1ere nr a11u 11 take . on the 
·values 0, ·+1., +2, o o o 
- -
I 
Of concern in this paper are ~omplex-val_ue<.I.: f~~-~j:ions 
~----------·- -----· 
--------------------- - --------· .. , . 
I defined at the lattice points~ 
I',... ... . . 
... 
DEFINITION 1 o 2 o . ., 









z0 ~. z0 .+ 1, z 0 + 1 + i, z0 · + i ar~ the v~rtices of a 
unit sguar~_ass9ciated w!th the
1
point z0 o 
,. 
I • A unit square is regarded as a closed two dimensional point 
: 
DEFINITION lo·3o. A region is the union of unit squareso 
. .. , 
DEFINITION lo4o A·§imple region is a simply connected 
set which is the union of· a· 'finite number· of Llnit squares o 
/ 
... ~ . ... . - . 
, ,·c;··c.:·"::.c-.·-··----~·:,--,.-~----· -=---,~-'- Thus· the 'boundary· of·--a----·stmple-r·e·gi:-on ·ts· a sim:p-1~e --c-l'b'Sed·-··--·~----.. ~--~-·-. :-·-.· -·:-···----"-··.--
' . . 
. . 
· curve whi.ch is composed of edges of unit squares o 
- ·-- ---------------··---··-------
. -·-··---· . ~- -·--· -- .. -.---···' ·---·-·--·------------·~:.-_. ___ __:; _ ___;_: -_. -·. '~- - '. . . .- - - . . . .. 
- - . . ---·· --· ... -- ··-· - .... - ··-- ··-. - ---- --· .. ·- -- . ---- ·• . ·- '-··- --- --· - -·. ·-- ···------ -·- - .. -···---··- -· ---· ---·-- -·-- ------·- ··-··--------- / 
.F 1 F 0 1 d O h . 0 ·f· .. 0 ·--c-- --,- . -- _-- - -_:· :: ~-: :: _ .. or examp. e J · 1.gure -- ep:Le·tS -t .· e---U!),~-en --O ···· seven- ·-un:t'."'t·-,--:-:::::--==cc-c:c,::=-:==-- .- · ---- --·--i- -- -c·-------
' .• -~ ;_ ... :: . '~ - ··: .. - ,.. . . . -, -. 
·---· _____ ...... _ ........... -- ····- ....................... ,. ........... - -·-· . . ............. --,. . .. - """ "--·---·-·------"- ... __ .. , ................... ·--·--·-.. ·-- ·------,---------·- . --·- 4". .... -:-··-.. ::- ..... .. ...... -
- sqtiare-s ···which- form a simple region Rg 
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4 3 2 11 
l 
' . 
1· • • • 
0 
5- 0 1 
,,.,J 10 I • .i: 
,, . 
" 
. . . 
... 
.· ·--. .. .. 
-~. --------·-·-·-------
--------- - --····· --------··------------------------- ----------~-----~- --------- - - -·--
6'.. 17 . "-....... ___ _ 8 9 . . . ....... - -~· -----~-------··:".--- ··---··--·-·-····-· . . 





' ,· ...... -
··--,·-· ··:· --------=-----. - .. ,, . .'.---·- ······· -
.,,1 ..... , 
The lattice points of Rare z0 , z1 = z 0 + 1, __ :..; ..... --
= Z + 1 ·+ 2io 0 . If£ is defined 
.  
( 
. ·---------· . . ·---- . -




. •· DEFINITION lo5o The even (odd) lattice consists of. 
---·------- .. _. --~·-~ . -
'. ' ~ . 
' 
; ::::--~~:~:='.~=:==-~-=~-'··=- · ~-=--==~==~-=::~::_~-P-:9:~~:: :-:PJ~~t"9-~-~~ -:::+-P-l.;"-=:WJ}:!SJ°t:~:g-±::·-m: : i_s_ .: ~v ep._ ... (?_~g). ~. __ ~4~;:~:=~- ~- ~=•:= _ ~ ~-"t: ~!_!'!_:; __ - ----~---.-------. ··==-
___ . ~··-- - -··------· --·--··---·--------------·-
., 
0 
Thus if z . is on the .even lattice, so also are z2 , ·z,, o o o ,z1') - -. ' .. -.,. ---- ...... ·-· ·-·, "·" .... - . ·- --, .. ,. .. 0 ,.,. ..... --.,- .. ·---· .. ·~---------· ··-· ·-·- --------··-··------····-··'"·--·--··--······-·· ···- ······------···-·-.. ·-·. ··--- ----. ----· ··- . --- .... ··-···. --- ............................ ····-- ................... --· -· .... --- ·--: .... ..,. ... _. ··-·· 4 .... -· -. --- ··-·· ---, ... ···-· ··7t,;,··-···--·'"' '"···:---·-·-~.., .... .-.-... ., .... ----··-· 
-- _·-:_·------- ------- -- -- while z 1 ;- z3 , o-e o-, z 13 . are· on the odd lattice_o 
----------------- --- - ~-~-.._. ____ . -----
- ------ ---- -------------------------------- ----------- --------------;- -
-DEF~INITION lo 60 The lattice points of a reg·ion which 
"'' 
· are not on th·e boundary are termed interior points. 
., 
I• 
• • •.• ,1 
i 
~~-------~-~~==""-"""-=~=~-------------~-~- - --





Thus in the example z
0 
and z 1 are interior points; . the other 
--·-· poin~s are boundary points. "The scheme indicated in Figµre 
, . 
i.J 1 gives .a method of 'listin·g ·the lattice points .of the plane 
· 1 - - -This seq' uence may be 
-as a sing e _-s~quence z 0 ~ z 1 , -~ 2., o o 9 
. - , - - . ,,, • I l 
termed: _the uiral coordinate systemo 
j, -. -- __. ••• • ____ ·-
!-
DEFINITION lo 7 o A func·tion f is said to. be discrete 
• I 
-- . · an~ly.tic on the square associated with z 0 if 
,' 
... -·---.-·--··--- ----- ---------· . ... 










tJ ' . n -











.·+ i £1 + i £2 + i £3 = O .• 
~-' 
' ·- .. To see that this definition is consistant with definition 




f - £ . 2 0 
i· + 1 
-·-.·: :.-·.: _____ -____ . __________________ ··._. ___________ ·_. --- --------~------- ----- ----- - - -
' 
-This implies. ·that ·- ' 
· (i - l)G,,£2 - f 0 )" = (i + 1) (f3 - fl). · . • •. J 
• 
--
sides l. :.. _ .. ,·-. If we multiply both by we obtain: 1 + • 1. 
.. 
' . 





- lt [ £2·· i(i + 1) [ £3 f1J ]_ ]. - £ ] - -1 + • 1 + • ' 1 0 l. ' . ' 
' -\ . 
' I 
:I i -- - - ::, - :--: ·~ --=:--,.,,-=--_: "·--·" - - -· -: _ - --~ .. -.. - -= --· ,,:=·== _::,:::::::·---~-::-=. __ : ______ -- ---- • -- -- - - - -·- - --- ---
-t, - ·- ·-· - ··--· -- - --_-___ - --------------------- __ --c- - -- -•-------,-- ---·---------- --·---- -- ----:..-,_ -- .-- -~=-=----==c--,,,,,_c--------
. or 






' - ----·----~~(' 
..... , .. -i_ 
I 
J 
~2f + .f + .2£ .£ -
- i O ,l. 1 ]. : ' . 2 . - ~ 1 3 -




... - -_--. . ~ ' .... ' .___ ' ___ · __ : ____________________ _;_ ····---·--·------··--·· ---·-·;··-· --'-~:--··-·----·····~----- .. ··--··--· ··-
,, 
I' ,1 i·· 1- /i-,' 
------·--------- . -,_. T"::------.------- ..... _ .. ______ ,, __ , __ . 
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•.MO :::;: ===·-· .. 
-
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... which is the. same a·s 1 ·Definition ;.l. 7, 
. - - -· 
. -· -----·· -
----. 
To handle such relations· it is'convenient tci inttoduce 
translatiofi operators X and Y defined by .. _, .•. ~./,.-·"\ . '. . . 
·- :.': . ···.· __ .... ,, -~· --"~-~:~--~7::-""-";'.?:·-.:_~"'.'"·· .... ~ ....... ~,~,:. -· -- ...... _ ..... .,._ ," 
I·. 
(2) f (z +· n) f (z + in) 
-----·~----~ ,------,-··- ---- ,--- . - . . - ---
·--- ----------~--....:.:::::=== ~== .·----~ .... --
for n = O, ±1, ±2, o • ~ 
" 
J \ • f" 
- - .. ···- ····--- - .. ·---·-·---··· ····--·- --·--·-··-
. LEMMA 1.-1·~: ....... I .. f' Xnf(z) n . 
= f(z _+ n) and.Y f(z) = 
. i: ....... .,.·. f (z + in)' 
"fo.r · n = o, ±1, ±2,. . . then -·.- . ·, -
. . . - . -~ 
----- ---------~------·------- --- -----·-------·------- ------- --- ---··-··H- ------ --------- • •,•-• -•· 0 -;- -.,. . -··-···-. ·----·---·- ----. ·--·· ··-' -------·-·· . -- . ---·-----------~---· . 
. · (i) ·x~m = xm+n 
.. "._ . 
. -· .. ~--~-- ·-· ,··· :·--. ..,_ - ,. ~ . . . 
--- ----------~- -_ ' - . . · .. · ', . . ' . . . .-· 
. . .. 
• ,..1 , -., •,L ,' ..... ' ".. • 
. ' 
------·-·- --- -· , •.. ::- :: .. 
. PROOF: 
'. j ' 
,. 
~ --- -- --- ---·- ---- ~ ( i i) 
,, 
. ····------------. ,-..--... ------
... . 
• 
·.·_.· ~- ., . , 
(ii) Y°xn 
.· .. - -- ·;····,----__:.-................ 7"·-.-----· ---~_: ...••• -·- ••. •-·· ·-··-····:-······;··-- -···· 




, = x_Df (z + m) ·\ -'. 
-- ..... ·--·. -~- --r ·--- ---,,--: ·-·- ---- ~ - -
. . ·:_ .. • . 
. ··' '· 
... - ., ' 
= f ( (z + m) + .. n) ~---:··-:--~-.: .. 
. ~ '~ . 
- ··" -. 
. . . 
- ... ' --
' 
: = £ (z, + (m + n)) .I • •• 
nm · · n m- .. [X _y ,] _f_(z) = x. [Y f(z)] -
, ---··----· . 
. ·- ... -----~-·-···· ··-···---~---·----·-·-·---:-.,-·-··---·- . -·. 
· · · · .. .. · --- - _ --~-~---~ _ ~---~-·:.:· __ : __ ---~ __ --------. ___ .. ___ . ---- -~-~ --:·_~ :~~~~- --. ,..... ==.--~X.nf (z -+ . im) · --- -· ----- -------·---:-~-~~=:-·~·-~·· .. _.---__ --_: -=~~-~-----~=·· .. ----- · · ·· 







. .. ·\ ' 
') _,, . 
. '" . 
.• 
. "':,. . . "' 
•.-,,.,, •r' ~' •,, • • • ,_. '•1't 
,,,. ·' 
--. - ,. ------ . . ---------:---
··"·'c:= _,_f_( __ (z. _+ im) + n) . 






·1 , '.;••I, ' II,' 
.• I•·'": ·•·•T "' ~' 




·- · ---= · - -.-:.: -· · -· · · · - · ·. · .·. v+ · -. . · - . " · "· 
.. ,:4-,-·. ~-~--~ - . ·- ' . ... . - . ~-_,_,._,.' __ ... ... ---..-~~,. --·· 
• 
-' 
j,.·· -- .. ·-.- ·- ~~·-,--·····-····· 
., • -- •-, .• , •r_ .; • -- •·-···· -• ' ,, ,. . I 





' >·:- .:.- -- •. 
~ ' . 
. , ....... ,., .. 1,.,,.1, 
,f 
- ,--·------------ - ·--- .. _' -- ·-·-... Jt 
• 
. . ~ 
l.'• • ',, 
., . i) 
9 
. . {I, 
I,-
,, 
f (z + (I?- + __ im)) ,I • 
. 
. . 
= ·f((z. + n) + im) 
,. 
= ym~f(z +n) 
• • ...:.J 
' . 
. . -- .. ·--- .• ,-----' -- -- -- - -- ,-. ··--·--·-·-- ---- -- . 




- -- ' ' ··:... ~: ~ . 
/ 
. (iii) 
• ,,I P 
f. 1o/ 
-- .-··- '·' 
. '.-. 1·t:: 
'·' 
... ·,... (' 
\ '. ,·<>: . 
This· follows clearly,, from tli.e proof of 
(i) ljy noting that YD. = xif, n = O; . ... ,,. " 
-- --_____ · ·--· .. · ±1, ±2, ... ,.. . . . 
- -- . :-- . 
' - - -- ---- --------------- -- -- - ---~----------····--- - -- - ·--·----- ·---·-····.-·····-·· ------- .... 
---- ------- -- - .. ---- ----- ---·-
. 
. 'c.· ... ~.-; Q. E. n-~ - , , 
fl 
---·-· -· ......... - ... -- -'--------'----~-------·-"· ,. - ... . 
LE:MMA 1.2. Let - \ I , 
; . /· . , 
. ' 
'·'•'•· ·----- ... ,.---~---------.~---··-········ - -- -. --- ····-----.,---~---.---·· 
•, -· . '' 
--- --··· ... - ... -- ----. -·--·--· ------ - - . 
- .. ----.--·--· (3) 
·L =·-1y··:-nr·--~--YX·····- iY, 
. where I is the· identity operator·,. then the analyticity; 
. ' 





----·-·-·-------:-·-- .... --,,-···.;:;·--~~.;,~· .. ;;.;..·:~::--- -- .-- . 
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- .:..,,'=:: ... ~--~- ;~~-~::~.'.'.::::::=~~~--::::_=:.:::~~-:=----·~---~-,-----_---:·-; :'- _-: - ' _. -----·· -- _-.:-~=~~~~-~=v_-_:·.- . -
.. -- ---------- -7.~".= -=:-'-= -_-- ... .. .. . . . - -.... -- ----- . -- ..... "~--, 
____ . , . . _ . = f(z 0 ) _+ if(z'l) - . f (z2) - if (:3) . ~ 
. ~-- .... · <~~ _· ·--= '"_ ····· :-~o±_if1·+·t3.£2~~i3~3~~·---~-=·~:=-~ ---------. --~~-~-· t · _________________ ..... · ._· · ---------. ·---· 
.... _ 
.. , ..... , 
-
····· -- .. --- -· .. lfr\ 
' . 
. 1. . ~ 
_ . _____ · . Q. E. D. · ... _ ----------·----·· -- . -i 
.' 
:'.,, .. ' i 
. I 
' 
. THEOREM 1$1. Let _f = u + .iv where u and·- v. ·are the 
!eal and _imaginary parts off. Theri (1) is _equivalent to 
• t 
I 





.' ~ ' I 
' .. 
.. c&r .. 
-~··· ... 
___ _:_, _j·.' 10 
... 
.. , .. , .. (5)-
PROOF ! ... fi + ]..of "+· e 2f + o 3f = 0 
.. .o .. l . i ,;. ·2 . 1. 3 
........... .' .. _ .. ·-""· .. -···-·" · .... ·: __ · · .... -.... ·_._ ................ , .... ·.,> .. ·.· \. 
< 
. . 
-···· .~ _,. . ' .. , 
., .1,-
.. ,_._ .... :. if and only if ', ----- ------ - -
-· _____ , ___ ,,, .. 
. 
•. , 
(u0 +iv 0 )":f-i (1!1+iv1)±i2 (u2+iv2)±i3 (u3+iv3) = 0 ... 
.... 
.. . 
- ' ' . . 
·-··--···-..-·---- ..... -- .. _--_·-"'"'·_.,---·- _~..- ... - .-·_-.·.:-·."'"-~---- '-----··---"-~•--"·'---- .. 
. ~ 
. ..• : .::".'"::i'·--- .-,.--·--•·---•--•-,··c·-- '•· .. 
' ... : .',' 
... ,. ,· 
..;.·. .. if~ and only if 








7~ . . ~ 0+iv0 -l-iu1.~v1 -u2.-·iv2-·iu3~v3~ = 0 · . ,,:., .. ,. ........ {,., .. 
i . 
···--· ------·---·· ·-·---· ,. -···.-- --···---- ----------·----·--·' --· '····-------· ........ -----
if and only if 
' ' 
' 
.. ' . ..... if and only_ if 
. : '•, . . . . .· 
. ·. ' -~ ' .. 
.- · .. r... . -
, .· . 
. . .. .. . . . ( . . . . .. 




. . . -· . "~- . . . 
. . 
and 
,.. ... _ .... , .. ~ , ... 
·, 
,_ . 
V····ffl -v . -U = 0 
0 1 2 3 
.. ( 
. . Q. E • D ~ -----
.· ,. .. . 
.' _; ... , .. _. . 
. . ·-~"·. : ···. . 
'. ' 
· These are the discrete analogs of the·cauchy-Riemann equations. 
.. 
• 0 
• r .•· ' •. ., 
,.. • I "lo•• I; . 
' . 
,. 
DEFINITION 1. 8. A function is said to ·be analyt''ic in , 
~.region if it is ~nalytic in each unit square of the region .. 
· LE™ lo 3 .. The grou11 of. rigi4. motions which transf.orm . 
. ,. 
::·c:-:·.-.. ·,.-~: . .-··,·.-~:·:::cc-..... ,:·,,.,.c.=.~•····.-=-c.·':--·--· .  ---,,~::cc ....... :=the lattice into i t~e lf may be:~ g~11era ted ~.-"l.',Y ... : the. tr~n·s latio11s __ ~=~-~~-· .. ,·.,., 
. • . ,,,,.,, ;,:·:t~ • 
. , .. 
'r . ·'-' ' ' 
. : ·, .. . ·. : ...... 
. . . 
- -·-· .. -------------~-·--·-- ·--------- ----
:\ 
X and Y, ~ 90°. rotation, and ~ reflection· in the x-axis· . 
J 
' r T> • 
. . These motions ,Ereserve analyti-city. I•-~ .... ~ ,•'' 
.... 
·,,··-..:.. 
• ·,- , .. ., .. ·-······~·--------"·--·- --·-- " ... .I, 
PROOF: Of. course· analyt·icity is- preserved ·under 
translation. Given a function f then a 900 
rotation defines a function F(z) = f(-iz). If 
~- . ... . 
' 












,· . . 
., 11 
' ... 












t ') (J ' • 
.. _ ~--·-··-,,--,,--·------ --~ _ ~ consider reflecti~ns let F(z)L= f*(:2:*) where - . .. . ...... -~ .. : .-·-···, --
···-. . 
. . 
,,,,,. . . .. _, ...................... , .. , . . the star denotes the complex conjugate. At· 
7( * ' ·* ·~ the reflected square LF = f 3 + if 2 - · f 1 - · if~ 
.. · 
. . . ' 
. . 
----- . ,---------- - --·- ·--·--·--··-- -· - --····· ·- .... ···-·· ··------ .. 
· _= -im*. · Thus reflection phis conjugation 
' \ 
....--. _____ ,......... __ . 
·: ,' __ : 
' ' 
. (· . 
:preserves analyticity and the lemma is proved. 
,· ... . 
.. , ' 
if Q.E.D. 
. , ........ ·. . --
l' . ~ ·_' -. . . - -
DEFINITION 1. 9. A function which is discrete analytic_ 
· at .evety ___ :Lc;1ttiGe 1 _point __ .. i_s ____ called .an ___ entire __ function ........ · T--·. 
-----~~------
A 
THEOREM 1. 2. If ~ function" f is prescribed arbitrarilv;f · r· 
at the·lattice points of the x and y axis,. then f has 2, 
unique continuation as an entire functiono 
. ,,, 
C , 
PROOF: To see this, attention is· focused oµ_ -,the ;fir_s·t. · ___ ·_· .. :.~ .. ··'-
. ' 
quadranto .Then Lf = 0 evaluate:s f (.i + 1), _· 
f ( i + 2) , . £ ( i + . 3) ·, ; ·,. •'. • • 0 in success ion,. 
. • ... \1.. 
' . . 
. . . . 
. ___ . ____ -·~- _ _ ____ . ___ _ _ _ ----~ .. :.~----.-------~::: ~ : __ _ ·f _( 2 i d + 1) , -- f (2 i + __ 2) , __ . · ~ . are· ev a 1 ua t~ d _ i:n c- ~- ,., _: _________ .______ ______ __ ____ ... __ _ _ _ 
··-···· -------·-----· ·-.~··· .. --··=~,=~=---------------.;~~~:~~--- __ ::: .... · ... -~--~ -•-··.· .. ·' r;.-.:)·· .- ... · ..... ·····'····- . .. . .. - . ' . ····: ··········-··----··------··----·--.-·--·--·--·--------·--· --
----·-····- ··-~-··:-- ·-··-----.---·1----.-·--·· ····--· --~- ---···-·······--·-------.-·--- --
-,- ~ ~--~--~ .. 
:. · success ion\,, ____ .In · this manner a continuation of 
·~-···.·_.,_.~.c.~,.f is determined in the first q~adranto A 
similar procedure applie~ ___ .to the other quadrants-~ ·---.-----~-~ -- . 
-- - ·-·-··- -·------,.-----.---·-
• •..... • . 
. , ,,O•, 
' 
..... " ' ........ ,,"';' 
• 
' 
' ' . ' ~ 
n-- , . . ,, ~· 
',' '. t, ' .\, \ 
,, 
' •. .,,.--,_ ... -e-. ... ,.-.·-···----·-----, ' , ____ - --· '--~-.-., .... ~. 
-~--- .~-------.--~~-._,... 
,.,-··· --~·-- --- ~-..,_---~'-'-··-"----.,.... ---- -- . - - --






,., I ; .. I • 
,-
. ,,,,;.r ·•':' -.,_· ~ :· • 
- . 




. •. .. - . . -· '·- ,· -··· .. -- . . \! ' . -·-· . - .. ,. - ~ ..... , . .. . 
f ' 
' : ... 
,.,, I . - -- '-~ ',--'--------'·-··--·---. / 
. -- _ · 12 . 
' 
- . . ........ .. ~ ·--·· .) ,•·-· '~ 
j • • • • • 
' . ,,,. . . . 
The fallowing devi·ce is u·seful -to· s:iqtplify the process of . 
. , . . 
contiriuationo · Given a function. ·f, let-- an associat_ed""-function· ·_ 
g be defined -by: . · : · , 
-- - ----· . I . •. 
"i 
'. ·•• • • . • ••. • • -· - j .. ). , ·.·-, 
. g(z) = ix=~·f(~); wl)ere z = x + _iy.· ,· __ 
\'· . 
. . ~ ~·· ,· _"•/·--·•t 
f'.\ . \. -·~ '"'?"'-'"""" ... ' .... : •. ••.. \ •, . ,~ •' - ~. . ' 






, . ]_.x-y1 f- -- .x-y[f · +· · .• -£ +· .2£· +· .3£--] 
-~-- __ -·o_: 1 1· 1 .2-- 1 .. 3 
I •. - • • 





. ' . • _'~ • ~--. • ~ f ·_ • • I • • • 
,. . . · . _ .. x-yf + .x+l-y f + .x-y+2 f + ·.x.-y+3 f · . - _· .. · .. · 
. . ----~'"-,-_: ____________ : __ .1 ; ' - 0. - ----~ . ~ ~ - -- ___ _:_1_ --~---·: .. '?: _____ : - -- -· . --2- - __ }-- - . · __ --3-------- ---· -----~: . -- >·· ·. --- -
= g + ·g-· - g + g 0 . 1 2 3 . . . 
, . . 
. ' -· . 
. . . 
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• . _ ___ _ •. : · Thus f (x, y) _ ts· analytic if artd only if··, _,~<~-:·:.~ __ .. __ 
a 
'- ...... _.-'"";':.-: •• : _.1._ ._ .. 
I ; , 
.... 
. . (6). g (x+l, y+l) · = g (x, y) + g (x+l, y) + ·g (x, y+l). i' 
----------------------- -------- - --- - ··- -··----------·-- - ------ ------··--------· ~----·-----· -----··--- --- -·-·----- .. ---··----·-····· -------·---·-·--------· . 
. 
.. 
. , . - . -·-· 
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In particular let ,ft satisfy this relation and the- conditions· 
. , . 
•' 
·t(O,y) = l for ally aqd t(x,O) = 0 for.a11·x except x = 0. 
-r-:,' { 
Then it is clear t(x,y) = 0 for x < 0. Then function 1 is 
.. 
· ------- · · ----------------· -- ·e:s·sentially a two \dimensional Fibonacci ser~es of integers .. 
THEOREM lc3~ Let 1/l(z) be the entire function associated 
--------·-- --~---·------------------·--··-~----
' 
· ----· ·· · --- -- W i-th 1/J ( Z) e Let f (z) be an arbitrary entire function,_ then · .. _ 
. , 
. . . - 00 . " 
( 
~~--. .. . ·.·.. . . . ·.• ~ ~ - ·.·····• ( i) ::f ( if-.,.--£ ( or·~--f ( 0)--z:{ 1t(Z ~ k) -~ +-:··t t:~·:1c)- -1-.· t ( :':i.~ :k.j .... ············· -~·~:- -~-e: ~-~ ·········~········· .. -
' ·---. ~. . . . .. • . . . . , . . . . . : '.. . , -: . . . - k = 1 ° . . . .- . - , • . . .,_ . . 
I , 
'- . .··· . . . ' . --------------·- ·-···· ' 00 
•-•, -·---~-----·---·-·· -·-· 
f 
l --------------- ----- --· -~-----------------· -·--·--·- ---
• I 
• • : . ' - 'y ,. . • 
' I ,, 
I 
.. 
+ f(ik) 1/t(-iz-k) -1- f(.-ik) 1/t(iz-k)}. · 
... ' 
• I• 
, \ I• 
'i . 
. J_ 13 
, ... ''\ 
1<.l • 
' 
· ~·PROOF: ·Note -that the-~e-~-ies. converges,.since for any 
. 
given z there .. are only a finite rit!Illber 9£ ·n9n-. 
vanishing terms(~ ·-:It -is c.le~r th·at the _expression 
. ~ ,, , . 
. 
... ,. :·; ..... _··., 
I 
- '~ .. , ... ' - on the right is an entire 'funoti9no .However 
:"\.., -
-
the left and right s,'ides .agree "9.n.J:he real and 
. . . 
. - ·--~--- --- . _.._ _____ .... ---,--_ ., .. ·. ---·. -· ' ....... -_ ·--~ ... -_ .. _,.~·- •--~. -·, ·--~- --·. ---··- -
. -·- -. - . .. ,.. .. ·-- ' . 
-· ... - - --
' ,: 
imaginary axes. Thus, ·. by Theorem L 2, tris 
completes the p~6of of. the expails ion theor:em. · 
. "- - •, I' •. "It I t< ··•' 
• 
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region' of analyticityo' 
.• •' :,.:.1"'.) PROOF: ·Let z = x + iy then I ·. :". - ... 
-.--...... {Lf) * =, (f o + if 1 + i_2f2 + j_3f3) * .· 
.. I 
'·- , :..:; 
,_ 
r. . _-. -· - . 
· · -: · ;- - ·--:-··- - .· ___ · .. ----:--;--: ·· -·· - .... -...,. ........... -----:-.--·-~--~,---:--=; -~. - x+y · ~ ·· · x+y+ 1 . 
. · ............... _ .. ·. . . . - (-1) . F ---i(-1). .' 1 Fl -
. ~.... 0 
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·- -- ·- -·· ·-- ·• . 
·-•-·-·-··----·-k·---··-·---·-·- -------- ---- ----··-- ----- -- . 
= (-l)x+y LF .. 
So Lf = 0 if and only if LF .= 0. 
,.,., ,, r _,._ 
I ' 
,. ,, ., ...... '·,'. 11 -· -... , 
...... ,, 
= D ····=~- -------·-·····.·-----····-··· ·····--·-·---··--;~~ .... ---···==-
I 
·-~·It l J\ l't 
' .. 
······- -···-·----·-------------····· ··-- -·--··--·--···-.-· -- ----'···F----. _--·--·-c-··-··----:-. -----:-~-c-:-------. _:'""::::. -~----~-----~--~~-.:=--"::""".>"':":"'.'". ~---~ ... - .. ~-------~-~---~-"" -~~-!!!!!-. -'!!!I 
., 
, • • I , 
' . 
'""' The dual of- a: function . f will be denoted by· f· -~ 
Let 
(8) 
• •• ; _1 -
Then _, . 
II , 






- . __ . ·-·-·-·· ·, -----'--- --. 
~ 
-· 
-·-·.---- --- ---· ------
- ............ _., .. ,_ ..... , .. , •• ., ••••• ,,,.p,Jt",llo-•· 
'• ·'·· .. --- ----..- ..... :.~·--·-- .. --~---- . ' -
and 
.T \ . . . ·'··· .. - . ·- ··--
- il":'l - y-lx-l + iY-l)(I + iY - YX ... iY) (I 
' 
' 
. -- .- -- ·----
- :---···----- ' -. . . . . . . . -- -' . ' - -,·.--::.. , ·. . . 
-----,--,-•.-----·-=--~:-:r:-··-··- . --·~· ·-·-----·- --:-, . ' ' 
- . 
= I + iX - YX - iY - iX-l · - ·iX-l iX. + iX-l YX 
·.,., 
. ·- • 
1 • 
_' _ . _ ·"- ___ . .•· . + i 2x-1Y - y-lx-1 - iY~i-1x + y-lx-~YX · ..... . 
V • ,, 
------·-·-----··--·.- --··-~~---· ----- ···--------·-~---. ··------·- --·--- .. 
. I -, 
. --~~. 
. - - -- ·- . ··-· .. -----------··---------·-----·--
________ ... " ·----··-· ____ p ____ • ·-·' _
_
 • ___ • •. ~...:.:..._!..... _______ : ______ ·---·-·-· 
' ' 
---------·--------· ' - ·-. ·--···--.· --·. -· .. -----·--·--·--·----- -
. = 't· + iX ~ YX - iY - iX~l + I + iY - x-ly ~ . ·' . -· .. - . . --
.,. . 
J '" ,). . 
·= 
·. :_ y-lx-~1 - iY-l + I + ue-1 -+ iY-l - y·lx -
I • 
... 
il + I _., ... ,--.. 
--------· ··-----···-··· 
.. ····.···· ..... · .. ·. = 4I - YX - x-1' Y .. _:y~lx-r ·~·· y-r-x~ 
This last relation may be written as 
t,· ' 
(9) . L 9 L =. LL ' -= -D _ . · 
' " ............................................ -· .:,,,l: ...... .,_. .. .. 
. - --· -- ... --· __ --·-·_---_ .. · ___ --------- -----··· ·-··.···:--·. ---------·--.-.·------ ... ------_-------·····-.-~::·:. - ---.-.--------.-------~-----·--------·-··-:· .-. ·-. 
· · · -,_ " -- Where -Df ( z 
O
) ;_ 4 f 
O 
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DEFINITION lo llo A function 'is said to be· harmonic at 
- •----···-- .... ·-· - -----· ....... .,~ ---- ·--·------- - --· 
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, .' .:-
• I • • • \ •·.' 
. :•',,,' _,' . 
. . 
' '' ... • • •• '-~,-- ••,--~A_._ ... ~~' .: .. ~ ..... ,.' ; ,·,.·: .. ·,,\~,'.4 • • . 
• ~ .--,. ,.~)..'_;.{\', _- .' r 
,.· ·. '-' 
: ... . ' ·. ,, 
&~ -. ' Remarks · ~ \ . 
. " ... -· . . ·; . · ... ____ : ·-- ---- -· _____ .;· __ ·-·····•-- --- -~- ·--~-- ---~~-..'. ................ -,---·-··--------··-'-··------.--: .... ~: ... --·--.---:-,-· . • --• ... - ·-· - - . ;_. ___ .__ .... ____ -~,---·--. • .... a ........... , - ............ ---- ---·- •• -----------. 
, .... 
- -~ ······-·· .,.: ___ , ...... "'.:.., _____ ;.·· --
. , . ' . 
. ' '.· ... -·~ .. ! 
. ..... ; . ', . 
· · · It. is seen from {10) · that if f is analytiC in a region R, 
. -·---------· ____ ,.: ···---·-
: ~.,-__ th~11- f :Ls h,aJ::mo11i.c ~t:. the interi9r points of R, . The .... -. .. . ... :_ -O-~ .... 
Laplacian operat\or. D is_ real, s,o- the real and imaginary - · 
• 
" - ·- -··-- ... -- -- - . - - . ' ' ,· --- . - .. .. .. .. .. .- ~ ... 
· · parts . of f are als.o harmonic o It is to be noted rthat ____ _ ,:>--: · --··· 
\ ' . . . .. ,'-~ . --------;----- . : . 
--- • • '. • :'", _· • 0 • ,. 
.... ----------·-····· ___ - . the operator D does not interrelate functional values on -~- - -------~------,--~--·----· - --
' . 
·f.-' • J ~ 
~ . . . . 
'· . 
the even. lattice with functional values on the odd lattice .. 
',;). 
- - -----·--··- - ·-- ----
.. 
·-· -~ .. ~-· -·- ······· ··· ··· LThe··usual defin±tton-of-··the-Lap·lac-ian difference -opera tor~~~~---~---------
. . ") . ' ,• 
--<· ., ... . is not (11) but 
. . 
'\ ' - . . 
.. - -----.--------··· Dog(x;·y.f ·== g{x+r,-y) + g(X'" l;yJ+ ~f{x-;-y+Ir+ g(x;y~rJ-:-4g{X;yJ .. · ... · ..... ··.-· .. I
.. • • • - • - • • - , Ii- ~...... I 
',l .. 
To relate D0 ·to D let A .be. the transformation.x' = x·<~,y, 
. 1' 
. ~ . .- . '.. . 
- ·--........ _ ·--··--"· .. -·-·· _, 
' -
y' = x - y. Then A is a rotation of 45° followe.2. by a ' --- -·· •• - -- •• ,> • 
- •• 4 
·a·r--1·at:·i-oii ___ o_f _____ valueJ2~-- -~it ':i~s clear ---that ___ Agive-s ·a ~ne·:·---------C..----~---~=---------... -:~-------.. -------
to-one mapping of the whole lattice onto the even lattice. , 
.t.. - ; 
Then A(x ± 1, y) = (x' ± 1, y v- ± 1) -and A(x, y ±~ 1) 
•. • .• ,J. 
Let ·f(x~, y') = g(x,y) then clearly 
- -------_-· -·., ........ -.. -.. .- - ------------ ·---- - - .. , . -- -- . "·•· - .... - . _- - . --- . .. . _:__ . ··• - . --- --- -
- ------ ...... _________ - .. ·--········· ----------------------------
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This reia:tion · shows that. any function harmonic with respect .... _ ·-·- ..... _. 
_______ J 
.. .. .... ·-·.. .. . .... ·- - ...... -· ................... _ .. ______ ,#_ 
,• 
to D may be transformed into a function harmonic with 
0 ll 
. __ res.p_e_ct ___ to D simply by a change of coordinates 0 
- -- -----·-, -~--- ---- ---
. . . -~ 
.... , ..... ,.,., ...... . 
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• ' • ',(> 
,. \'I 1 I, I~ ·11J1 I f 
. •-...(°i'. 
.f.1,) '-
- ,• ' 
(-~ ' 
0 
.T.his transforma"tion will be tacitly employed in the parts 
to followo 
- . -r,.--- o_ 
'-._ 
.................. , - .. 
( 
.,.... ' 
- / . -Given a lattice function h, le.t f be defined by 
' ·fr 
' ' ' ', '·'·' '' ,, ,_,, f,.~,. ',. ',_ ·. ·~f),.', 1.(IJ . • 
. " 
_, - ~-~---· . - -· ---
.' 
\' \17, . 
t.' '. ·-
\" • ' • • Ar 
-·-·--;·-. -- ,., ·----- ·-----·- - ·---·--·--------· _______ ,. ___ _. _______ ---·-- ···-·--
" 
.. , "f = 
-··"t.· -- . ' - : . - ; - .~. . -"·:-:·· ---:·. '-; .. - • • , ••• '. F • •• •• • .-:. -
. . 
. . ... : : - ~-- _· .. .:..'.". . .. ·. : - ~ ., 
: .".'C •. . "'. ')) • • 
Then Lf o= LLth = -Dh .. ·· Thus ;if h is harmon:ic at a, point z 0 , . 
--·--- -· --·----.---·--~-·' _....__.___, ____ ..,.. _____ ··-· ---··--· - ·-- ----. -
... .c.c ,_ f is analytic on ·:th~ square associated with 
" •• ,' ,.., ~ I '. ', '~-I~-.-. I -. ~ " '• _'' 
z 0 
0 
------- ---------------- 4 ---- -------------------------------- .. 
!'·' ••. • 
,c,. 
' . 
. . . ~ . . . 
· .. '. • • _· •• : \ I l ..... ,., f -, .,-,~-:; •• (•1 .,, , •• ,., .,., ...... ,;::·,:(· 
THEOREM·-lo4o · Let u be a real function defined on·· a fl( -, .. , . 
-
simple reg·i.on R. and harmonic at the in·terior points _ of R. .... ' . 
•· 
• ' . 
'\ Then u ··is· the ~eal pa·rt o.f ~ discrete analytic function f 
<. -which is d,iscrete analytic in Ro . 
-- --- ---- ·PROOF~ --- This may ·be proved -by - induct iort. · The theorenf~~---~~~=--==.-=--=-~----:-~~-: ·--
.is obviously true if ·R is a unit square. 
Suppose that it is true for all regions. 
-------------------'------_·_· -_- --~- ---- · -------cont-ain-ing----fewe:t'. than----n- squa-res, and-cons-ide-:F----
,,_ 
-
·a region R- with n squareso By geometric 
intuition one se_es that it is possible tc{·''·----_-_ .. - · 
·- ,.. ---- . -------· -··· -- ... 
- ---- ------ delete one of the squares of R, say S, to·leave 
' -- .. 
·, must be· on the boundary of R; _other.wise R' 
., 
; ' 
- ---· -------.--. - -~--------------~------ --------~---------- --would -!Je -dou]? ly connected o . . ,r-----'-More ov-e r, ·one qf -:· · -- --- ----------
.. ··-··---------- ----~----·-·-···-·•-- -- -• • -·-r--•- • ---·-- --·---·--•-·•••••-•••• ••• --.. ••' ••·-•• •- •·• •••·· ••-- -•-·•••·••·•·--~--••-• -·-·- -- -·-·""'"'•-"""''''"'"" ··-•'"•·-·•••• -• • - •• - ·--•••> -·•••·•-•••••-·•• • ,. .•.• •-•·•• _.,., - • • .,.,.. ••, ••--••--• •-••• -•••·- • •-•·• - •••• •••·••>. 
- - - =· ,.·., 
the edges of s_ is on the boundary' but the 
opposite'edge is not on the boµndary; otherwise 
·; 
-- R 9 , would be disconnectedo Referring rto Figure 
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.--1,- it~ may be supposed that - s· is the square whose 
· lower . left co~ner is at z o Suppose· also that : . . . . 'O -
C 
the edge (2, 3) is 0_11 tf1e boundary of R but that 
. ' ,i'.•:'·. -. ; . "~ 
·. ····· ... ·... (O, 1) is not·· on the boundary . 
. .. ·-----"··~.-----........__._: __ --;-~~--~---~ ~-_j_~-~r·-:--:-·--·--~~ .. :_.~·.'.~~-.. ---· -··---~-------·---•--· . ·'··----~--:----. ( I .. ·"; • ' • 
. ·, ~ . 
This.· i·s. no loss -.. 
. 1· • j . . .. - ·. ~.:· _______ -·-,-,- ': . -··-- . - _:,___ _;_: " -'-- . -- ' . 
of ··generality, . because ·a.ny . other .. case may_ be :il l . .. , . · reduced . to this by. a rotatiOn. ·· .. 
I . ' . j • • f -___ _: ______ -----·-·· ---l ·· ·· . . ··-· ------··- J --------- -------·--. \ . ------- ---- --~- -- --- --~---·: ~------------- . ----
1 . .:_ :··c_·.=-~"·= · ········ · By assumption a conjugate funcfion· may be 
I . I'.-"--•------ .. -, .. _ --,------·--·-·--·---. (G}' ' -· - . . ' " ' :·· . ' . !. ·-· •· 
-- . ------ ---·-------·- .--· - --· ---
. ., 
. 
assigned to -the la tti.ce points of R O 0 If the 
.. ' 
··- --- '.· - . - - --··'"'. 
I!> 
· point z3 is in R 
1
, .then the square at z5 is in 
... 
. . 
-- R, for otheriif ise R would not,., be_ bounded by a 
' '+,-:, 
.: __ ............. ,. 
·.· ,, .......... ' - .. --- ---- - .,.---··-.-·--- ' . ··.· -·· .-. 
-
simple closed, curve. Also, the square at z 6 -±s-
.-
... -
in R, for· otherw'ise R0 would not be bounded 
by _a st.mple closed curveo It follows that 
- ' ------·----- -- - -~------~ ·-------·--
.,· 




z 0 is an· inte·rior point of R, so Du = 0 at 
Thus 
(u2 - u 0 ) +. (u4 - u0 ) +_ (u6 . - u0 ) '+ (u8 - u 0 ) = O. 
~ 
-· _· _________ ---------- ·------- -· ------ - .· --~ -- . --- ' ---. ----· -·· - Making use of the Cauchy-Riemann analogs for 
the. squares at z5, · z6, and z 7 gives 
--· 
. . .. ·-· ---·--- -- -···---·--·---·-- - . 
. ------·-
- - ' - . 
----- --~-.-.,- ,. ·. - -• 
· Thus u 2 - u0 = v3 - v1 , and the first Cauchy-
- •·· -----:.-- -----~·-·- . 
· ... ~... Riemann equation is satisfied,·· If z3 is· not ----
in R1 , the value of v3 may be assigned to satisfy 
this equation. A symmetrical argument applies 
to th·e point z 2 and the second -Cauchy-Riemann 
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. equa~ion. The function .. V so extended is 
' .·., ...... ,· . .. :, 
conjugate to u in Sand J)ence iri all-of Ro 
18 
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. 1,. 
• ' •• , •• ., ......... , .. J .... -•• ~, ... • ~- • 
· ·· · .. · · .. - .------ Let f = u+ iv, ~hen·f_is-discrete:anal,ytic iii"~- __ , __________ __ 
Rand th~,proof is completedo 
-·<>·,- --· ..• 
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THEOREM 1. 5~ Maximum Princip;le" 
. --·-·- ······-------·-·-' ·-·-··------' . ' -·---·-·--·------·-- ~ ---'-- a >-- .. -------··:··--·-'··---· .. ---·-;··-···---· ·····------- -- .. 
If-f is harmonic in~ finite region, R, then lfJ. takes 
·- - ·-------------------- ____________ .. ___________________ . ---------------·----------------------------'------
. - - .,,----~--
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- T~s F(p) : F(g~ = - t [f(q) + ~(p)] 
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If we take the· dual of· (17) we obtain 
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· 2. t, Contour Integrals and Cauchy's Formula .. ··. ~-:'-.--:-,~-~- : 
. ,.:.t' 
· We ·will now define· more general type_s of line integrals. 
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These integrals also have the important property of va~islt~ 
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. _, ... ,,, _______ . _____ ·-·--------·-~···. •. __ .. ··--·.. ~-~-
/--
-----··. --------·. ·-- .. -----·-~-------------···-----------1-----·-··----~------ '· __ ,;.~---------,-~-~-----.,--
: < .. •.'·.· ·._:;:;:·. )l_ .. 
. --~-----.~--::···· 
. .· 
- - . --· - .. --····- -.---- ·- --· -_- -. ', --- -·-··. .. :· ·- - ----· .... 
,, Sf . .,;, f 
O 
+ f ~ + ,f2 + £3 , ··· ---:--,-~ -~- -'-- ------' _c_ • _ -. 
... , - . . 
. 
,. .. -- ~ . . .. 
. . -- -·· -·-· ·--·---- ---------· -- ----- --- ... . .... 
- .. '. . ' . . . . - -
...... · .... :. ------------~.--:...-------.--- ·' ·-----"---··- . ---·-···-- ·--- - - ----···· .... ~.--."------------· ····-'• 
O· ,. -. ., .•._ .. 
' ,. 
., .. , ___ , __ .,_c ... .' .. ,.·•:~A_.c.~.--~=-~"""~y--,,~ .. ·,T-5·.<:G·_-,; .. ,.,-,.·._ .. · .. ,... .. ___ .. _· .. ____ .,_ .. _._- __ .-,--._-.·- ·:_._.· .... ·····-.·,."--~-- -·.. ,, --- •._· •.·_,, .,_. i'. ·-.--,~-!c...·~__,_,.:.. . .c, •.. ·.··_·__..,'~--~~.,,.__.~-•. •.- --• -,----·--·•...-,.._. _." _ .. _ ... _-:•·,·· •- ... __ :_._. - •. · ·•- ·-.... >~&· · ·.,_, .··•• .. •••,:..-,.;i...:_, .. .,- •• : .• ,:·,_· •.•. L·' ··-~-_:1,f•,·--.'---~'-·'·•:-~·-'.·'~!...,·1..=:...;..:..::::..:.:.•_~::,_~:_;_:_,1;·~-~--: .. _ L.'.;z·~s."-''·"·.·,'..:·--.·-•• :. -,-... ,.: .. ~·:·.-, --.-.-, -":··. , ,.-·•-·,;:.•,-·-,•---·,,:,··•"·-,z<·,.·,,.··--.,,~:..;..:.-•. ,. __ ···--'.. 
••.. , .. •· --~-..... ; . ' 'i!.f .• · ~.. . ..... ·:. ·• . ·--~· ' 
· -- - · If f and g are latt~~e. funCtioqs and a ~ z 0 ,i zl' -~ .• ,zm = b 
- ---- ··•.-.· · -••· · --denotes -a·· cha:i..ri ·of lattice-point$ then three <type$ of . "line-- -- --.. ·.•· -·•· - -
. . . . . . ~- .. 
. \ 
~-· integrc1,ls vv are defined by:· .. 
.. . 
.. -.·jll'c1i .• ~ :_ : ... -.wi,;. .... , _. ....... --~ ... ,,...,.. ... _),\.-; - ,..,. 
" 
.. ,.,.~;,...-m..,._J;--~- · - - 1 -·-. -,. .• - • ---,.•••• .. ---- .. --.-..-.,,_.-,.v1.rrw..,.r.r.r-_,-.,~.-,~-1T-1--• =-=, .. .,;,;;=:,:.-:--=----_;.~-;;;;.--;;;ri:';'..".°·:... ..... ,., .. _,~•~· ... , ..... , ... •--r••-.~-,,.--_- :.P .. ,. __ ._..,_,wr ·==,...-·,-, - . ~----- .- .... ·r······ 
. ' 
. ( ·.· •, 
1The definitions anc;:l results appearing in. this chapter may - .: · ' 
be found -in [1]. 
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' C"Y: . 
.· 28 · 
(f + f 1)(g + g 1)(z ~ z _1)/4 n n- n n= . n .. n- . 
. . ·,: . ( 
. -• .. ' 
. -, . . 
•·· ,,,. 
( fn +. fn = 1) (gn .'.". ·gn =1) / Z · ·· - :.~-· , ;.·-··:·,·T:; ····-·····-. · · "~ -~··:····,~-·. · · : .., · · 
. .. 
. -~ . . 
~ ' . . 
.. - --- -·---~-- - ·-------···-· -.-- .. - -~- ·- ····-···----·- .:..... .. ~---·-··-·····---':;.----...:-·--·---~-~,_,. _______ .. _________________ , ....... ~---·"'-·-~-----· ---'-----·-·~~---~--- ------ ------~:-:---. _~.:.. 
i 
...,,.___ ·-. _.;._L. ~--- -- . . . 
. ' .. 
·-- -----~--,' .---~-. -. ---·~----- __ ..,. __________ . __ 
' . 
.·, . 
b .. ---··. m "J" . :,,. -· ·•• ' ·' ,., 
., . .. 
... 
. . 
~ . (22) 
I • 
. ..~.-;.;_ ... :) .·.·:-..,·.r.. - . 
" ', •' r ' .. 
- g · · )/ (z - z · )' 
. ' ·-i l -,--
J 
--- ------------·--·· 
f f':g'6z ·~I {fn + fn-l)(gn 
_a __ . ----- --~----~- -· . -- -n-= 1 . . ----- -.. --· 
n-1 . n · · · n-1· -
..,.... 
' 
Note that the notations on the left 'a.re merely s}7lllboiic . . _,...----r·-··"-'-.. 
. 0 
... , --, J .J • 
. . . 
for the precise definitiops 9n .. the right . 
. " .... 
... :, 
... __ ! 
_·- - - ,_- . - _... .. - ' . __ ---
. For a closed· ·pa,t·h' B · ·a····,-=,=~~"b·=,~a:11.d·~·the··· above·.re1a·c·ion···1nay·-·.-.,-_.."b·e", .. ·_·.,·=~.c,-,·-.~ .... -.~~=-·=·--",.~----'.·7 .,,~~··~---,.---·-·,,.·····:, 
. •.• ' 
,. ) ' . . . . . ' . : ' 
......... ····--------------...:-~---·--·----- ·--- . -·- - ,.,.-- ······--------·· . -· ----~-.----·-.----·-----,-·· -·-'. -------····----------- . 
--- ------- .... ··---· ,---·--------------- I 
. ... ··----~-· ---"--~-- r_e_fQrmed as follows_: ____________ .............. . 
-------------- ---------- ---------· ----·------- - - --·--------h- ------ ···- -·--·---·------- - -- - - ---->"----------·--------- --
, m 
. f f:g 5z = !-I (fn + fn-l)(gn + gn-l)(zn - zn-1)/4 .. 
B. . .,. n=l 
·-·· -·--- :-_ -·-·--r---~·-------------- -- -------. .. --- . --··- ··--·---·------------------~---------- .. -----
...... ,_.,_ ... 
From the facts that. 0 = m an·d 1 = ·m + 1, we obtain 
. . 
________ ,_ .. ,._._~_-:_,, -- ------··- ·-·-·" "'"" 
- -- ---- --·--------, ------- ··~-- ____ ·_ ------ -----~-- -
< ·., --- -- -
·i··...-"t' 
·-... ---------·---·----· 
m ? . 
' l 
__ ,. .. , 
. ' .. 
Oz = t I , [fng~z~:~ fngnzn:i + 'f~-lgnzn .. 
· . n=l 
- ·--- --- - - - -- --- -------·------------ - -f . . . 
n-lgnzn-1-
-- - . . - -- :·::----· --.... -
.. , .......... -----·-·----·. ---·--·--·----··----- ·····.--............ --· ........... _________ : ___ ·. ·-·-··-···-·--.. -· ·---------'-----
-...... + f g···· Z' -f g·- ·z· ·.+f g. Z · 
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. . __ - ' - '.;_-__ ._:._:-'--- __ ,.._ __ . __ ....,- .• ~_,;,_ -.--·,_.,,.,_,.,_...,._,, __ ,_ ,_ ·:_ -~.;. --- :,c...·. _________ .. __ _.'------.C_ . -----. ---·· . . .. · . .:.. ·--···-·- .. ' - ' --· ·<··-·- - ' ,_ .. -··-·------ . . _ - ·---- ··'-.......- ---\~,·-·- -<::~~ ... ::.,.!.,:::;_,,., • .- ·d.'_,;,~.::-:.-:..,:....:.:.~~-.:..--0~.-~ ... ::·--~-~-::~ -.----~>...!,,- .... ~ .... _ •. -;~ ---
! - . . ' 
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. ··m m ..... '. ... m-
+ I f~gn;.lzn - I fngn-lzn-i + I fn-lgn~lzn } • 
n=l n~l· n=l 
•. 
' . 
- ,--.-. ·~ ·--...•. •· '·• ,~·~•-•--·· .. ~.--.... ,.,~v --. ·.,o--.--'b"--."~"'"""...._._,;-.::.:.-.... •. _ "':·'··•· 
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m-1 ·1 m-1 . .. . , 
+' I f ngn+ 1 <~ ~: I fng~+~~ll .. . . . . . ,. . -- -.·--·---.,-. -~:-· .. :,. -· 
'. n=O ·n=O · .. ! . • : 1 ,- ~ \. ( - • • 
. . ' 
.... '·: ---·.-'· , .. ··- ·• ·;·. -.,._ ......... ,-._•-·-:-':"·-~'!"'_"';".·":-!'-~:""1------:-·-... _-~--·· ... ,._ -_, -
l\ -·-·. 'I ..... -· ,<-_. -··, .·_ . ---'- . ..•... : .~----' \-.'. - -- - - .-_. --- _· ___ ._:~----~---i~~---~·r. --· .• __. 
· . . m m· · . m~l 
... ·---:'-~-. ~--. __ -:-·~-~~~ ... ,. -:~~",~.~+·;,l f ngn_{Z~~ rf~g~:~z~Ci: +I fngn zn+,1 




·,'· ·- ··-l 
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m-1 . / .. ~ m-1 ·. --~---·-·--·· 
-•· ~ t { l -fng~zn-~l + I f ngn+i zn~l 
· ·· · n=l · : n=l 
-· -- -- ·--•-····---- .... -- ,-~- -
. /· ... - -~.;·: ·-.. ·-. . .. ~':'": ··.· 
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ngn+l_ n 
n=l 
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-- - . . . -- --------~ ------- . ---
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-···-------~ 
· ·. · • · · · ·-- · · -·.:. -: · - · + f -· . - · z · · ..; f ; _ - ~r :~- + _-.f ~ 0- z -} = · -- ---.. :=_: ~ ~ ==-=-~ ·--=~'-- ----~:--= ~ _ _.. ___ : ______ ~ ~-
. · · · -mgm-1 m _mgm-1 m-1 · mgm· m+l _ · · · · - _______ _ 
- . . . . 
. . ' . .. . . 
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_ · ·· · m-1 . . 
····--···-----~---- · -· . · - ·-~--~---_· -=~+ J~ - f_:t-i=zc--··· __ .. _·_ ~-:_g __ "~=:z~:-_____ ~:_._::=:-==,;;---_-g_·. _._-_:·--==:=z--~-.--:-. - ~ ...... _._ -------· --- · -·-·-----------~-.-=:-___ :--·· ...... -.. -.... ·-
. - .......... -··-:--:---~--. ----·-··- -. . ··-· ---- ·~------·- ---·- - '+ T L 11 - 11 n ~r n+ 1 n+ 1 n+ 1 n _ 
· · · n=l ·- · · · 
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. - . . m . . ..... 
. ,~,·--':-' : __ •.•. · ·····-·:"' :·~ ---(24) ,_ ----·-~---·-··J-~-:·:-.g~ ::·oz.: ~ ·-- -t--f ~ (gn:Fr---~~ :~n~r+.£2 ; ... -~:;~_ .·· .. ~I-~ ---·. ·~····.··· ---- . ~------ .. 
,. ~ ·- B · · .. n=l 
-·- .... 
. . . 
-~----····------···--------------·-·-- - -- . --. ···-· --------- ----------------···-- . _,. ____ ._ ----------·-·--------· ,.____:_ _________ ___: ______________ ; ___ ~~--------·-- --- . ------·-· .. ··--·-·------·--·. ________________ _! ____ _ 
---------------------.-. --,--------··--------··-- --;·. 
__ _ ·and • • ••• - ' • • ' • _9 
. .. . . ' ' - .•· ... - .. . ' 
--
. ------~- --,----·-------·----- -- --·----·--· --------- ... ·--·- .... -------· ---· - --
i. ..... -- - -- .. ---·-· -- ...... - ·-- ..... ----- ·- ----- ------------ _,,_,, __ ,,,.._,,_. _____ - -·-··------ ---- ·----·-------·- . -------- -·--·--- (). --•••-•·•••- . • - • •"••--"'4-•-··-·-·----·•--•-•••"'""'," 4••w•'•;r•-·~-'--•-' _..., ____ _. __ .., ____ __._, __ ,_ · ...... • ..._,._, __ ,.,.._,.,._,__ __ • -------•·•---·--·-•-
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.. . . . . - m / .. ---
···· .. ·. :, ..... •····.·· -(25).1f i:gv 6Z . .;· =-rf~-t· :nT'.t·-~ ·:n-: :n-~~·····~·-t ~:l- ············ .... :•····· 
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As a matter of·· notation· we take zm+l = 





-··(1 :~· i) ·tf 
(1 --i)Lf = (1 
= 2Lf. - - ··•·· -:--..-, _-,. -, '.' ·----- ..... _ ":_·.·: 
. (, 
- . ---------· -----'-------- .. -~--- ---- "'~----.. -,·-.-._.-------·-- - .... -·-·-
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. . .. _.,. ______ . 
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f if. - -
. 2 .... 3 
. c;:--. . .,• . 
- . ( f .{ ,..-+ f ) . 1
. 3 , · -· o· .· · : ..· ~ ''·} 





~=----=---·-. -~-= .. ~- '·--=---=-=----'=----=----=-==--=----=-----·=--=---=-.=---~·=-=--=----=----=---=-=-=--=--·=---'=·· -=----=-----~--=---=~~ _________ :_ .. __ ---·-,-:.-···--·-·-· ------ -: __ _- .. -.--;-··-- ,- .. :-:-:::----.,~---- ----- --- _. -----
. . 
. ,.,_. : 
. ,,,, 
_:, __ .;. -
· .. ---~ -., ._~ .... _ .... 
~ ' '1 
,- ' 
-- - --·--:· ... ·" ·:--- -·r - . 
·. .. 
. . 
•. -,- -- ···- ----··· ·- •"•p•·· - ...... _ ... ____ --~ -. _ .. : .• _ .• _ •. • •. ____ .:., ___ .. _·-~:_ ...... ,_..:.-•. ______ ,. __ • 
- 'if') -- '. 
.... 3 . 
. . 
-----······-- ---- --· - --- - ---·-- -----------~--------- -· -----·---· ---- - '-···-
. . 
if 0 + f ~ 1 . ', . 
·t, 
.- (£2 + f3) 
. ...,. 
·. - -~ _.,, . ,, 
."""""".'":""T -----'---". .~ •• -- -==-"'?~.:..-· ____ -.-:.,-. ·-··---------- --------- .:=-::::::-=:.:--.-:. ..•••• ::::-:-:=-.-- ·- - -· - -- __ :--·- - - .• 
.· .. · ·- -• ~-.-.. ·--· '·-., .. ·_-- . 
•.' ,-·--~------·- -_. __ .:, _·, .. 
;· . ' .-- ' 
"",~ .. 
. ' .. 
- . - ...,. -- ---~·-·;·- _________ .' ... ~----.·- -·.- ..... , - '· .. · .. ·- ··--· .... .., ... ' .•... ,··-- ·-- .. •: ... :-: --------·-- -·-··:·····- . - -· -
. <(l . -~\ - .,, __ 
•.•• , •• • !, 
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! . -;'· 
Sf 
.. •. ,'::-_· ... ,-. 
- ·-
= Sf and Tf = o. ~ ,, . 
··--- --- ----------------·-·-~-----,---·--- --· ••. c .• -
. ''"!""""'""";.. 
-. 
-- .... ---- --- LEMMA 2.2. . If- g is defined. in the same manner the.n -, ;-·' ____ .. ·- ::: -.~:- . 
·, a•, 
..... ' . ~ ~-:.. -.- .. 
. .. •, ... 
.. 
Q 
-----..-------·-·----- -- - ..... -·- -----·---- .. ··-··------ . ------------·-·- --------. --~----------·----·----·--· ---~-- ---·····---·---·--~----.-c...;.._;.,-~-------- :···--· 
(27) . J f '. g 6z = L(f g) . .. ~- ; .. ··· · .. . 
'-:-' ·_.. ---. _..,.._ .... _ . ~ : -· . __ ; : .. ' ·.' -. _ ___. ____ _,__ -·-- .•--- .. --.--___:_--:_. ____________ · .. -------· -- ' ·------------' ·-------· --.· - .. ; . ·····--~·-+-·" • ··- ..... _._,_ -- ~--.:..--.~-----· ----- ... - ,.· ,-,- -'-,-- __________ ...._ _ _......-_ ..... _ •. .,. '•:" .. , ....... ·· ... -' ~ ..... ~ ... ~-~.---· .. ~-"-,:-~"-.. _ _;-~~--.,-.: ~ . .:..,.; __ -· ~~--------····--··· 
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L(fg) = (fg)'() +·l(fg).T- · (fg)T--i(fg)3 .·······.1 -: ::·· .... · ~~· .. ·.': •.. ···.··· ... · 
' . . . . 
·, .. _, '. 
~ . ... ' •. - . 
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= Icfoo + if 1 gl - f 2g2 - iI3g3 · 
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-!d 
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LEMMA 2. 3. 4.L(fg) -= Mf + Tg + -MgTf + SfLg + SgLf. 
' '. . 
--- --·····-'---------:--. - ...... ' ··-
·"PROOF: .·. Lf2 = f~ - f~ + i(fi - f~) - '----------. ,--,·-·----· '-·- - ·_' .. ' ... ·- · __ .... ---- ' '-'. ~· . 
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(30) 
. . - -
I • 
' . 
. . -·. '. ,-·. ; :,. 
"'! - , .• ,, •• , 1.11•. 
•. ..)1 . ..: • ' ; :· •/ 
' ··--··" ..... ' 
• • • , ' : ' :t:. ';~ .,.. , ." '~ , I • ~ '.' "---....... ' ' •, • 
.. · ·2 '·.- ..... '', . ·. . . . . 
Lf.. =. i(f3 - fl) Tf + (fo + fz)Lf. 




. Note that 4fg 
2Lf2 = MfTf + SfLf .. \•, '. 
= (f,+g)2 - (f - g)2.: 
' . ' 
;· __ ·-•--- ··-·-··--· -~·--·------- ____ ._-------·.. . 
Thus (30) _gives the desired identity. 
\ . 
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·, - THEOREM -2f) l(> · ·. If B f.s th~, bounda,r~ -~£-a.unit square R ... __ ,_ , ... _, ~-, ... 
. 
and if the contour is descfibed-in. the counter,,.clockwise 
. . 
sense, . then . ./ 
"·. . .,, -·. -, . " . ----- ,-·-" ~ ,' --'-..: -~----' 
. .. 
. ,, . · .. · • . '(~1): : . ·J f : g ·oz = {l - i). \ (SgLf + SfLg), 
--·-··----- .~ .......... _____ ,,_,, -- - .......... _ . -- · .. -, .... ·.·---·,-·---~- -_-·-- --·--:-·---->----· - ...... ---- - ......... --, "-~,- -·-·. ·--- ' ..... ,.----.. 8.------- .. --·.",'"'"b'-·-,·----·-· .. · ~ .... ·,_--~-~. .. .-.... --- .. --,-'- . .- ... --·=··-···-~----=-=--=--=··· = .. ~~ .... - .· . -.. -·---...... . 
- B· R · - .... 
. 
. :•,· ··- -.-1,,,4• 
.. ~ -~ '~ ... ·, . . . 
- . ' . :...__-. 
\ . 
(32) ...... _ ff :g'Oz =·! I.(MgLf -.Mf1:.g), ,-----:--~:>_· ~-~-:_----~-· 
R' . . . . . . . ..... 
. B ------------- .. : ...... __ . - ......... ·-· ........ ,·---·----, 
' .- •, 
-~·····,·,l·,~.~.,,.,i,,t\~ .:,, ~ 
and , I . 




.(33)· f f•:g'oz = <1 11> ~I(TgLf +TfLg), -··· ... -
B R . ~ 
.... 
·-
. . . . ' ' . 
. . ' . -~ . . . . 
·' 
·PROOF:_ · Lemm~- 2. 3 ,'· Lemma · 2 ._ 1, . and (2~) · imp.ly · th~i:~ · ... -
. ----· .. - . .',,. ·---·---··_.:::. - . 
. . . 
' . . . . .. . 
',. . 
. ' ' . ' . . . .·: . " ,•. - ' . ' . ·- . .. ,----------··-·.a--- .. ------ ~- ----------------- -~---·-·--·--- .. -· ... ,---------.-------· ·. -- ---- - - ----------
., 
. '·.;...-:•.·:_•: ...... . 
. " . . 
· ____ .-:._~-· : .. '.=~--~-;-~:- .. _--:_·:·'=':-'(34)···-_- -··----::·---~-,-.:,·:-:::::cc·_ --·· -··· 8Lfg = 
) . . .,. . . . . . . : . . 
. . ' . . 
2MfTg +· 2MgTf + 2SfLg + 2Sg°Lf · - - ---- .- - ------~-.---·---· ···--------··----·~.:i-·-·------·. 
__ ,,_ - -----·----------·----------·-·------------. ------··---·- ..... ·- ... ·-·------.. -- ""'·-··----·--·-------.. ------·--- ·---· ....... 
. . . 
. -~ . 1. , ' ' - I .. 
. . . . 
. . 
-- -·-·- -·-·----- ··-·_- ---·- . ·.---·--·---. ~- -
"' . - . ·- - ... - . -- . ·-·· _____ __,__ ____ . ___ - ·----
--- = Sf(l ~ i) Lg + Sg(l - i) ·Lf . . . 
. . ----
' . •·: 
-- ·-·----,--,--- .-....... -=-~~--_,........_.,.,.4,..i_.,_;;.-,0,;,.,.." ..... ~-------· .... -- ; ,,,.:-· ____ ;~:·:--..:.~,=-::;:::;:.::.;_ __ ~;;...-~:.:;..;~;_:..-:-.=:-.:.-=.-..='.·.:;__-::-::::=:::·.-_·_:::-:-'.::.-:;:~:;::-·:;_-·:::-;:,~:.::-··~-~--::.~ ::·:·.-,--::·~::·:---:-.-.~--:-:-.·:·.-·--··: .· :·.::.:..:·'.:-.:.~.-.:..:·-..-.-_·"··-:·: '.::•· ... :.:~:··--.,--- -, ._· ··: _._. __ ---._ ,-- -·-- .... - . --- ' - =o;c"'::n~-~~-----.: _ -- - - ---- ----- ------- ,--···. 
' . 
(35) = (1 ~- i) [SfLg + SgLf]. 
. -· ' . -~ .' 
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Co~bining · (35 )· an<;l (2 7) we obtain·, 
. .. 
(36) . f f:g 6z =J'.l: 8 ~L (SgLf + Sfig).· 




. ,- . ' . ·-
"'and let G.be.the dual of g·o,· ·.Then r~lation 
···---~~:_. ___ :_, ___ .-~.- ··--· ·_ 
- ... ' 
I . 
··· · · · (31) holds for F and Go ·We. take the complex. . . , \.. 
* -. 
, ·j_ __ •.• • conjugate of this relationo · Note that (SG). 
--···-·-·- ...... -
,,·. 
* (SGLF) . = TgLf. 
~. ": . d 
'* 
= ·±Tg and .(LF) = ±Lf o Thus 
' ·. . * 
Also (F +_F · 1) ·= + (f - f 1) and ·t · n n- - n n-
,,.•,L•••••••,'.-....i.:1, •:'• /' l,I: ; •• • 
. ,· * - . . -1 (zn - zn_1) . = (zn - zn_1)· · . Thus . ; ' . . 
•. ". ··.·. . 
. . . .. --~~ .... ·---· ' ' . 
. . . ~" ·:- . 
._-., . 
. . . 
-- . 
• • __ .... ·'-· ••• -- ___ .._ ___ - - •• •- --- - • ---·.·· ----.---- --- ·- --· ·-· ·---·---~-- - . .......:..1 .. .:::.... _____ --·:·:c· ____ : .!::.·-:::-:~_;.:_.;:.~..:~ -- -'~--·.· :~-~-=----·c-. __ ..:...._.._..c _ _....:_~---;-_·-·--- -
... ··-,'.~ .. ·--·---~'-,-... · ____ · ... ·  -~~~ . .:,-:,,~='··,------·~- ~~.:-. : . · .. - - - ----.~-- ' --_-· -- ,--- -,-··b . ~b .. 
• - --
11 (4 J F:G 6z)* = J f 1 :g' 6z • . ·v,·· . . . ' - .:. --:- ----··--. ·. 
. ·-----'. a a 
~ . 
..;,. ··. . ·- .. , .. --·· 
It is now clear that the complex conjugate_ of _______ '----.. -·-----------.--- .. ·- __ 
. • I .. ·. .. ... {31) for g_ ?nd.·F .yields (33) for· f and g. -···-··------· . ------------------ --
:• ,.• ,J • L ', ' '',":•.~ 
,ti.• 
. _ ... _2rf:_.g 16z_· ::;_._f·1.-<g2 - g) + f (g' - g·)· J O 2 3 .1·-_.··· 
-·· .. ------- · : .. _;....._c-·-----~ , - :,. . .... --- ... --·-- B . ' '. ~ -· 
~-. 




,. • .. ·, ll. - .-- ,- _________ ·:.' _____ :____ .. - . ------------· --·· -· - - --- - ':'·.----~-------. -·----· ---·~--------------------·----···--·····-------···-···· 
- .. • ......... ··,--. -~· . ___ ;_',--;- •;~--- .. ·-,-·----· -'.-;---··--,- ~--~~.'  _------------c· ........ .. ..... ·---.------ • -- . :C = ( f Q - f 2 ) ( g 1 ;_ g 3 ) · - ( f 1 - f 3 )_ ~ g Q - g 2 ) • 
• - .... .. --· -~. • -· ,.- .,..l" • -
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·, 
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. -- -·-·---·---- -- --·--,-------.,~_ ~~--- --- ----,----------."·-~- .... --,---- -------~----
•·'',~--a-•·>' 
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. . . 
' . 
So Si! f: g 16z = (Lf + Mf) (Lg - Mg) 
•I 
•• "t•, .. 
- (.Lg + . Mg) (Lf = Mf) 
,, ·--·- •,. '. 
= 2MfLg, - 2MgLf,. 
- or 
. . 
' , . 
' ' 
. · ... ·\ :.: . 
... . --- . 
.. ·-1·· 
. ; ; ·:·c'i; , .• ' • J f: g 0~z = * [ -MfLg + MgLf] .. -- _ .. ., ___ -- ______ .. _,. _ _, __ .... _ .. ,..-~,-,----- ----· . --· --'··c,··-···· ~--······--· .~.----~· ·~·- .... - ___ .... ,~----.-"-~-·"·--.. --- ... ·~ ~--- - ,. 
'' · ... 
............. 1 .! ..... _ . . ...... 1·' This verifies (32) for· a .unit square . 
. 
- - - - . . -- .. - - . -- -- -- - - . --- -- -- - - - . . 
J ',•• •1: . ' \--1_, .- ....... - .• 
: ' . .,, ' . ' ·---- . ' 
, I •. 
I' 
,,..-.· . 
\\ COROLLARY 2·. 1.1·. -- If B is the boundary of·!, simple 
region R and the contour is described· in the counter cloc·k-
(31), (32), and (31) still hold, ~here 
' 1 · 
-· .. , . ___ ,. ·---· · ___ --• -- .. 
. . -., . 

















wise -sense,. then 
' . . l agai~ denotes !!_ summa.tidn over the unit squares of R. 
\.. 
. -~ J. 
. .. ·• - .. ·······• ·-.-- .--· ' .. .. t.' . - . ···-. -~- ·--·--. ___ ;-;~--;. . - - -- ·-- -
- . - R .. 
.. 
PROOF: This fallows from the proof of Theorem 2 .. 1 by 









.---,------··-------· - --- ... --
-·-----·· ---- . ·-··-· 
common to two squares will cancel leaving only ~ I.I 
• • 
' . q . 




·:. '_, • ............. _____ : __ ~_ ... -e. _}f,HEOREM ·2 •. 2 •. - If B .is·- a closed circuit then. 1,: I I 
- .. . . ~ __ :__ - - -- .. : : ·- -- -. 
... . _, 
• - • ;·------ - 1 ---------·----··----------·-···· - -- . - . •- -: . ---·. 
··.. ___ .ff':$'6z =---.J-,g-:fv6z.· 
. . \ 
. 
. . - ..... , . - ... - .... B. B· 
l.· . ' 
. -.--. 
. . PROOF: Di.rectly froni definition (21~ it· is seen that 
/ b b m 
- - ··-·~-r)_ - ~ . >· •• -- Jt.:gu . 6z ± f g: f u5~ , == L ,' {friglf -
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. r . 
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., 36 
w Thus b I) ' ' . ' ,, 
-(3 7) 
' < j(f:gB 
. . 
+ g:f 1)6z. = f(a)g(a) ~·f(b)g(b). 
. 
fl . .. r 
11 , , 
' ·. 
~- In particular for a closed circuit, 
.,---· ' "'• . , 
. . • • . i _ ' . P."" • . • . . 
. ' . 
-·· ... · · · ·.··-J. f: g· 95z ! • ·- -·- -~ ··-·----~-;--:..:-.~--... -···--:··---:--:..r·------~""---:':"'.·---:· ···-:-- .. '.~~~-~-··--~ ... :-":_ ....... _ .. ,-:-: ..... -~~::·:·::··':=-- ..__ - - -- •· - -
.( 
. . B 
• I 
I . 
Suppose that the pat~ of integration is in a simple region .. 
where g is analytic. .'Then the derivative h of g exists. 
.. 
If z0 _1 and zn are two consecutive points on the path of 
. . . . 1.ntegrat1.on . '·" 
. ' ..... :; ... 





. .. • 1' 
I ·- -- - ---- ---·-------C:----~=~ - - ~- - ..- - - - ---- - -- -- ·-- - -- -- -- ---- . -------- - -·-· --------- ---- .. ----·----· ··-- . -- ---·- -- .... - ---~ -- .. - .i - ------::-~--:......-. - -=- - - -- -- --- - -:;-_-- --;:- __ -____ _ -i--~. -- - - _.--_ - ·- - -- ---- '--· . - ---·- ·-- ----- ----- ·--· ---- -_ .... -·:"'--·=--::- -· -··- --·::--·, -
j. · (hn + hn-1) (zn - zn-1) = Z(gn - gn-1), 
. " -Comparing (20) an4 (21) gives . 
' . '~ ... I'·:· 
. \ .. · .. b . b -_ 
· · -~J-~f:g'~6z~= -~, · .t:_h 6z. 
. . J~ 
i- .. 
·• _·.. . 





a a . . .·,. 
... . 
. ' ' ' . 
'i- . 
. . C • 
- ···- --C- ··-·-·····-····-· om paring 
. . t. 
. ·\ 
. ······. . ____________ ·_ ···----.-- .. '• _ __:_-__~-----~-,·-·-·-··-- ·-·--,-·--·-··-:-····----)-.. -.. -~----.-·--· ---·-··------·--··~--------·-·--·- ·-.'··. -
(2J) a'nd (22) gives. . · ·. \ . . . / 
... . ~ . . .. _·_ -- ·'_- . --· . '. --~ ·- --~-~--~------~~~._.;,_~.--......:..---~-.:.· --:------ --.- -··-· -'---~-~ .. --···- '.:------~---. -· -- ' .· ---··· .... ··-' - ... -- --- ... 
. b . .b . 
. . 
.· .·-.·- , .::':'.._ · _. ·.·· ( 40) ~~ ........... ~~--~-_-. ·_]_£': g i 5z. =., J £': h: . Oz.,... ___ --. -: ~ _ -i, · - .. _. _ ....... ····· · _ _ ____ ... _ 
.,.. a a··. . .---·--'!·; .\ .. · .. -----. - -- .. ______ - . ' - .... -- ---- . ·.· -------···-----· 
. 
. .... .. ·-- ---· ---1,--·- --·~---·-···-···-··~·-
I 
Ill • .. . - ···--------~-----~· -···-·---------··--·- ·-··-- -···- - --·--------·-··-·--·--··--···----····---·~--------···-· _______ ...:.. - · ;-----~~-------- . --··· - -~------C-~ .. ----··----· ·• .. : ........ . . . . . - -_- . . . . ' ' . . . 
r· 
. 'i. . 
-~~--'----~· --··-.---·- ·---
. . 
Let j be the second deriv·ative of g. Considering a closed.c. ____ .-----·-
. -
path of integration it·follows that 




· __ (41) J f':g 86z = J £ 1 :h 5z - ' 0-- ~----· _---------(by (40))· -v-----~-, '"-'"-•·· . --·-······-··-------·--·········· ....... ..,. ·------··-. •· <-••·•••- --- ,~,«-~·-•••a- """·-·•••·--n·---•· -·••-• - +;- ••• • • 
S• I_. /, ' -
,,.... B B 
•· . •' - ..• ,_,__, ___ ·-------·-~·--- -..--.-·-- • . . ' . : . . ·--·----·-~----·--·-·--····--- ·- .• ··--··s-•-o, •..•• ··-----··· .......... _ ........ --'---'-'-'-~-
. ~ . . 
(by ,(3~)) 
• 
' ,., . ., 
.,, 
----y··-i.....____ --~,,. 
- .. ---------·----~---~---==-===··===--=-·-rm.==.""-"'· """"""""· ---'-=i;:;a==::=--=----~~1!111!1!. -11111.!! .. IB!!!!ll!l!!!!~-:-,--·-· ... !!f.!1• .!!!!!!. !!!!!!!!!! . . !li!!!!!!. !!1!!11!, ~
- ' ··1.- -----·-~- . ~ • • 
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,, J f V :g U 6 Z = . j f: j • fiz 
B ----"--.---~- B 
. . . I . . . "· . 
' .. 
I. .. '· . . 
Whether or not g is analytic, .-it·. is convenient to introduce 
. . 
the f_ollowing not~~ion-..... ' ' . 
... \ .... 
.. ·,. ' 
. ,, ... , . 
... ..·, •• '• L,,, .• _.:,.--~--~L.-,,.r• :•••,•~·-·,_, ,,.I .• ·,, •• ,, ... ,,.,: •• ~'":-·t·--·-':;-::"'.,_ _ ___..-., ..... ~ ....... --::~.'!.---:•·.•·'• • -~ • • 
. ' ---- '· - · .. - . .- - -- ~ - .. "'."" ·-_ ·_ -
/ ' . . 
~ (41a) . ' f f':g 86z = -ff:gfl~z, •.. -··· 
. B . •C .B.,, 
. ... 
-· ,.· . 
-~ . . 
. ... .. ·• - ·-_ .. 
,_ .. ··-·.-· 
... 
.• 
. ·-- - ··-·-- . . .. 
. - ---·· . 
. · . Analogs of the C~uchy ;integral formula will now be obtained. ----~--·-
'· 
. · To this erid a · lattice functiOn q :i.S suppose~ given such that 




. . . .. / 
. ...... .. . . . . If h . f t . h . h O 1 t. .. h th I . . . . . . . 
_. __ ·---- ~----------- _ -~~-: -~'-- _ · ·is a, .. UilC ion_ W l.C - l.Sc--ana y iC everyw -e_re,-- - en q --·c-. ~--,--- .. -,--·:-'-a-~~~--------·········----, 
. . . . . . t 
N,, 
!_. .. :.,:t 
= q + h also satisfies. the cond·ition (42.J. Let f be analytic · · 
in a simple region R which includes the urtit square at z = o.· 
. . 
Then~(31), (32), and (33) y~eld ,, .. .... .. ----,-·--··- ·.-· . - . •. 
4 ' ... 
. J f: q Oz = {l .;. i)Sf/8, ···· ················-··.-·····(for Z = ·O), 
.. , ._·. B· -- ----~-- -- --- --- -------- - -·-- -------- -· ·. --· ........ -... 
- . - -------- -~-----·-----··-~----·-· -----·- --- -- -· ---·- - - ·····- -- - -···· -----·----~. ·-·- ------ ----------- ' --- .. '.. ··-···• -




- -· - - --
- -- --- -- --·--·--·-"-~·.~ 
_··.·· ---: . (44 ) 1 .. _ : . ~f f: q 'oz ;;:-~iM:f/4 ; _ .....•..... ; : 
.. ' .. :-·; · . 
. B . . . --'-.C-~~--· ........ - .. ----'-'-'~· ---- ____ -,.-.- -~ ... ·~----: ... --- - - ··--- --. - . ·---~-;--- .,...._.-..... -~--~-·. ,_ . ·- ·-
·····---··------· ·--_;:; .,.• •··. --- - - -,- ·- -·····-· ·····-·· --·-· --·--~·-.... -~~~ .. · --·-----------... -----··--
• ·::,' • I 
. (45) · · ..... J £: q"6z =. -(1 t i)Tf/2 . 
- - --- -·.c-.- --- B - .. :. ·. -~ ... -~ .. _-· - . -· ".' .. 
- -------c----·-; -.c It is seen from the definitions of L, · M, T, and S that ·, ~ · · . 
' §'!, ~ ---····-·--.---····.·· ··\···,··. 
' "'" .J,, . 
. - --·- ·----·--· ----- ., ----·-~--- .---- ---·-- -- . -
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,-~ 
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. .,. 
-:q_;:::::::.24;.::::w:... - -- ·· .:: ::, •=-· - -
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· · 4£2 = (S + T - M :.. L)f: , and · _ 
· (46) · · . 
-····· . • ·--~-- - ·-· - ' . .••. • . . . . -·----- •. - ......... - ·-. : . : . . - . .. ·.' ..•. - •. ··-··-- -----· ...•• . •• c .. -- ·-:·· .•.••• -- .• ·-- ··-'. .. . .. . •. . . . .. , : . • .......•• '' .•.. ·-··· .•.•.•••..•..•• ·:: • . .... '-···· :· ..•.•....•.. ' .. . . .. . . • ... '... .. • . . . . : .• '• . . .•.. .. ,. ' i 
•' ' ' •!7 • . I 
. . . -·· . - 4 f 3 = ( S - T - iM + iL) f. . - ·· ,. . · . · .. . 
I·~. {- • ·~ 
.. 
.. · · . · ·. I.t follows from relations (4-3). to (4,6). that 
t 
/ 
: __ ·: .. ~ __ :_ . ' ' ' f 0. = f f: . k [ ( 1 + i) q + iq' - ·.-; ·•, ···-·. - . ·- .. ·--. ' ' ' (1 ;.. . i)q 11 ]6Z' , · ... --~ •. - ..... ' . .,,.,,~:.....,. ___ :--·---- -~----·· 4-- : • --, --~- -
, .. B. 
\~·. 
, .... , .. ., ..... , .. ,,, 
.i 
. 
. fl =ff: !, [ (1 + i)q • q I .';f- (1 - 'i)q11 ]6z , •• .I - - -
-
4 · . B .· /· .· ' .. 
. " 
. ··• ··~-----·· ; .-.. , ;~,;: :- ~(47) . 
> .· . f2 ~J f :· k [ (1 ~ .i)q -
. . B 
iq I - (1 - i) q '·' ]-oz , 
..... • 
••, ·-•• --• ; . I • ·. , : • .,"'; • 
Here z 0 = O, zi = l, z2 =:= 1 + i, and z3 = i. The "factoring!' --·---·· ----.--------------· 
.- ·of ·f in relations (47) is a. matter of symbolism. 
Relations (47) are analogs of the Cauchy integral formula . 
.. ·----------··-------.·--- ·-·---------·-·--···--·- .. 
]~t · is of interest to obtain a- more symmetric ,Cauchy type . . . ' 
formulao To this end let 
...... 
.... S '· = I + .X -1 + y.-lx-1 + y ~1- : . ~~.,_:.·.·--· -----·--- ----- --~--· ~-.·-- . . . ·. _ .,..- ., . ---·· .·.-· .. . . - -- --- --- . ---~ 
. ,... -.. --- - ... 
·, . 
· and . ::. ··:·:, .. 
.. - ---·- ~·--·~------- . 
. . '"I •, 
. ' . - -~~-~f~'.•i_i· .... ~ ... -;.- _____ ··------·------.·--·--------.---
---------·-··--------· ----·-· --· ------- ·-. · 1·---------- --··cc--1------· -·-1·-----·- ·-·-·--·-·-·--i'----~ . . . . . . . . - . ,. . . ~ . 
--· -T ., · =· .I - -·X - + Y- X-- .-· - Y... -· ~::--:----'·------------. ·. ---·------,---.:..·--·-~~~-------------·' ---·--·-- -·· ·-
. ~ Then .• ':,,"I ... ' .~ . . 
- - -- ·- - ·- -·-- - ------·--- ---·-·---•------ --···• -- - "'""·---······-··· ·-----·--....---------·--- _________________________ .,. ____ _ ... ---··· - . - --- .. ·~ 
.. 
= :( + X + YX + Y + x-1 + I'+ Y + x-ly ' . 





I ,· .... 
. ' 
,, 
- ··- . -- - ---· - --------
·= 
- - ., -- .. __ - . - . -- --·--·- - -- -- ------~,·--·----- ...... ~-·- - .. ·• . ,.... - . 
'39 
. ... • ,_ .-1- Y ..:iX ..: l + I + X -i f- y- l + . X;.:. i + X + I . " 
. , 
·~· 
.- -. """ ···-···,----
. .... -
. , 
9 " . :: => 1 ~ i 4 --1 . -1' . . . .. ~ . .' ~ l . - , -·-·-·-- --
- __ -······ SS: -4T+XY+ X Y + XY + :le ..... Y + 2(X + X + Y ·····------···.··· 
"' . . . . 
,,, -., ' ..... ·- .. 
~'-' •. - ~-· •I•_.., .. . ,. 
. \ 
+ y-1)·, 
---~--. -- -- -· . 
. , . 
and-, similarly, -
... , 
I . . . 
" T'T = 4I + XY + x:""1y-l:,:·+ XY~l + x-ly ~ 2/(X + x-1 "--=-~ ... :.·.. ' 
' 
Thus·. 
-1 + y + y ). 
- .-. .• • -· cl ' • 
S'S + T'T = 4I + XY + x .. ly-l + xy-l + x-ly 
+ 2cx·· + x-1 + Y + y-l) .--~-
+ 4I + XY + x-ly"".l + xy-l + x-1y .. 
- ' 
. . 
.................. - . 
~--
·.· ;, . ·. - .2cx·+ x-
1 
+ Y + y-l) ...... _ '····~-·~------·-··· .. 
··- · ------ ---~~----~;....,.~---= sr + 2ci'l ·~.· x~1Y~i···~ ){;·:i·~~; .. iY)_........ · 
= SI + 2 (D t 4I) .-~. 
"'- -~-. -. ,. . .. 
(48) 
J' ., . ' " •• ,. / . 
. . 
-- ... - -------~-------------------
. . - . .
__ _ __ _ __ -· --.------- :-- - ····-'-·-··-···------·c.cc.: . .''-------------: __________ _:_ _____ a:c:, •. ,, .. -.-·-···--··--·: __ :,... _________ ~-'--_~:-~~;-- ·.--· -- .. ~::.·~--":..---.-i-.' ....... ------ .· 
· • Let r.i 
---------~-- "'------·- ._· -------------,-·----- ---- ------.- --·1· ·------· ------ - ----- -·-- --·-· ---- - --- - -- ~ ------- ----
. '. 
(49) s(z) =. (l ! i}_ Sq(z) and t(z)= <116.iL'Tq(z). 
" .. -····.-----~--'..----~·:·· ·-·-·--.-, .. - . -··· 
• • ••.•••• ~--- ,- --,-,- • .J ' - .-,~ ..... ,.- •• , ... ··:···· -,. •• •. ~·-·· •• , .•• "'. •' - ..... 
''-'., ~--········-·--).,-, 
·- _,. ____ . --··-~ - . ~--·--·--,· . ' -·----- ' . - ---~ ··- •.•. ~ .,3 
-----~~.i- .. ~,~~Le.t z 0 _be an"._interior point of R,then--by-(43)· ----·-·--:_-·-,----._c.-----:~-~:1~~:····-'-_'--·--~--.-----
- - - - - - ---· ----· .. - --- •. - --- • ~-- -· 't. ' ~ • . - ·- -
., 
{ 
- i) (1 + i) 
8 S f ( Z O) -~,---'---------- ----------- . --. .. . . / -· . -- . - - . --- ·-- . . .~ .. . ' 
I '\t • I 
- ~-------··- ·-- -··-- ~--·-···'. - ·--·- ·------- ---- --·'·. 
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~e-- ... - -·.::=-:.".:...__ f:--- :__. ·, 
. l, . " . ' ... :-· . . . . .. 
' . . ' . . ~ ... ~ 
. ' ·/· -
···; :. ······ ,c· ,-···-···-···-·---·-···--.·····'-··· -·,-.$ D$f·(~:)···· ;;;.···g· D (4(f ·+-· i_)-·y··f (~)~q (~-=-;··~··~) 6 z ].·----··· ·-·- .. _··-. ······.······ .·-·· --·. ····- ......... ·~ 
B 
. cl• ' . 
. "' .... ' 
.. .. ~· 
·. · . .::.. 
= '4(1 + -i) ~ z )ciz 
. 0 ' - ······-· . ---·---·-···----··- ----···· ·--------------·· ·_. ___ ~ "--•------ . -·-·--------·.--.- -----·-·---- .I Jf(z):q(z . 
B 
. - - ,..__ ·:---·--- -:-,--;;!._~-.- •. ·--- -- - • • • 





. () ' 
ff .f_(z): q (z 
. B .· , ' ... ~/ 
:-..._+J f(z):q(z -
l . 
z . + i + i)·6z 
0 
. . ' B 
....... , . 
...... 1 
. . . +J f(z):q(z - z0 + i)6z] .:.·.r,:• ,. 
. t '. .. 
.•..• _,_,,., __ ,.,,.,- ·•'I. .. 
. ····--- -·---------------- :._ ___ · ___ '. ____ --
r 
-- .. ~ ~ .,.. ~--'\:__. - .. · .. - . --·- ., ___ ..._ . ..,.,,.-.- · .... ·- .~ . _·· ~-.- ~--
•: 
·-·Ill\, - • 
···- '. ·- ... ~-' 
\ 
·~.!.-'.--,( ·:'.,.: :. 
·. I :_, ... . , . 
. . . . . . . ·; ---.. -:-··--- ._,. - B , . - . , . . . . 
. - -· ·• --.- ·---:-.-:.··.-.::-.--:~:-~·-.-~--:--:-_ - . :_ •. : •. ,::::..--;:--_ - -~ -- --·· .;·-~·.,,-· ....... · ...... -·---- _·_._ - ________ , _____ •• ..:-.: ___________ ~~- • -------:-···-· -· _____ :~ ___ ::~.--- -- ..-----·---· ·--~------~---- • ------~_;--_-::;··-_ .-:- -- - --,-·-- -_ -_----. . ----··- ---- _-;---~·;-::..·.-::...'7" .-----:::::-.-:----:-~:--~-:---:·;--:--.::-7_::;-:-;-.:':-:--:-:--:·-:-:~"":--:-.-~----~:...-...::-...::;-.-:~.--::..:=...--:--:c: ..• -=;:::=......=.--..:::=.~--::.~~ .. -- ·- _.......:. -- .. ---·-:--:-:--:·---- ----,~----.. ----· -- - ·- _-_ -------- .. -•• ., •.. ··-- ----- . . . . : .. ,.. •.... . .. · .. 
. ·-·· .. 
.. '":; ___ .~---· 
• I 
=· 4(1 + -i) [ ff (z): (q (z -
B 
z ). + q (z 0 ' . - z · + 1) 0 
·+ q(z 
. < 
- z .t 1--+ i) +. q(z ·- ·z 0 + i))6z] 0 .... 
'-----· ... -- -. -----,-- . - -.--_. -- ' ----~--- . ------ . -~-: --- .- . ___ ..,. ---- .. _· ---.---------- -· . 
--- -·-~--- -------·----·-·· -----·-~-- - -··- ·-·- --- -- --·-·------ -- ·-------~~----··--------·-- ---·----·----------------. ------------------· -·----
. ··.c.:(: . 
·' . 
. ' 
.. -· _ .... '·•' ~ . •. ' .... ~--, 




- •, "" •: ...... j ••».>a; .•·.•.-, + +T +o" •·-•· • " 
. 
= 4·(1 q_f.:;;i)" t.J {(z}: sq (z -
B---
= 4(1 + i)' [j f(z): 4s(z .... z0 ) 
- · (1 + i) 6z] · 
-.. --B 
---------------·--·-·-·-·-·---· .~--··-~·---" . -- . -'. ____________ . ____ _.._· -----,·-·. ---- . - -
.', 
·-···-"·- ·- ,·-----· 
·------·--
.. -·····-- ···-· -·-····-····-··-- ··-· _ .................. ·-··· 
... 
,., ... ,·. --,-··. 
·--- -..---·------ --·------------------
' 
= i6 J f(z):s(z -
B 
--··---------------,..,, 
. -•---. ·- ·-. -
''--
,.,.. 
. ,, . 
' ' 
·r .• 
z )6z . 
. ..... Q... . .. 
- - ---- . ------·-----
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··--·----,----·····-,·-~--- ... ______ -...... -- ·+·.._,, ______ ,._ - .r,___ - --------~- ,.-- ---- a..c.-.::: -- _-... --~---=.......,...,,~ 
I'- l .• , ' ,, J..l 
' . ' 
\! ' 
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Similarly, (45) gives .. , 
.. . . j . 
' . 
' Re·Iation 
. . . 
' . - ~ -· (~8) gives . , , . . _, . . 
. -· -----·--· ·_·- • -~ ·. ·--·-h--•~---·- •'--.-.- . . . . •• - - • .•. ··- •..• _ : _____ ,., .•• ,. ----~- :: :: : ~~~-~~ • -.-~~'::~: .·:· ~- •• -~c- • • ,; .•. ·- · ..• --~---·-· ·---~ .::, •. • --~ ·-· ,--·· .• ._ :... ... -~-:: .•.. , -~-, . ~;- ~-~--~~=::~-~r-~::·~·:-.::. ::.~:::,·::.:~--:·_...,..._ -._ ,----r ..:_·.,-_,1 __ 
-----
' - -~. 
' 
-;- -·--"----·r::·.·.:...· .• --:-
16 ff (z}:s(z 
B 
- zc,)'oz ·+ 16if f (z) :t" (z 
B 
+ zDf (z ) . 
0 





This ' is ano~her,analog bf ·che Cauchy ·formula~ 
. . 
. . " 
\ . 
- -----' . ----·· ' -.·-.. - ... __ •· -. ------· . ---. ---;....._ --
. -i,········'·-·-·· __ 
--- .... .,· --- --~---.- -___ · __ _ 
- - . - ----- ·-----~- --- ·-·--·-----. '··---··------ ' .. -·: - .·--------.-----~--------~~-- - . . - . .. . . . .. -- ' . . . . . . - .. . ' ' . . --
J. -,;- ,' .. ,. --·,- - -
- .• --· .- .• ··-- -· ···-·· - <·· . --~_: _ -~--. ,.,..,'. .. '.,. ----· -,· -·--··-:-·- ··- ... ··- ---~-,--.., .. , .•. ·• --·· • .....,. _,_.., ·-··---·-·· ... - •• , •••• -- ~- ·• --·, ·- - ' - -- •;4- .... \" ' • 
' . 
<J. 
... . . . . -~~-'---...,.---------
,· ,.._ 
- .. 
- z )6z 
0 
·, .. 
f"'" . 6' . 
-~--...,.··· 
. \ 




--~. ---- --- - ·- - ------- ~- .- ._.-
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.. . 
, ' . 
..!.--- . 
--------·-· .-----,-. _:.._ ___ .. ' '._. ------ -·- ·------ I ,--·- ~I' --------- • ., ,;___,, __ • '--•-• ' ' I---- , ' --------
- ,.,·.. ' ' 
-----------·------·-·. --- -.... ' .· .· -- .. :·--··-
---------- ------''-----'--------~---,------
______ ., ________ _ 
... , .. 
, ________ , _____________ _ 
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. . :I . 
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MIi=' -- c:; 
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.:;.s 
. -·- ------- --~---· .... •.i...r--.~---------·--"'·"·-----'-•"~-·'····-·---·-·-- ·· __ . ..,..-- . ' 
=f ........ .,c, . 
-- - ----- --- .,---- I:, . _ ... ' .-.· ,.· -· --~-··~-~:c~-- . '·"~ -· ~~~ 
"IV •• • • • ,. ,__..••~.••a ';• • . I •• 
. ' . . \ 
' ,-
., .. , ,, .... , , .. \ 
C.? 
·- : .. '' . '\ ·; : ..... ,. .... ", ..•. •' .... ,,," .,,,-...r ,. 
····:··· - ' .... 
. '. -- . 
.. ' 
. ' . 
' .. · 3. Tfre Product of Analytic F\lnct.ion~l '.·· · · 
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.- .. ·-·-··-···--·.-·~····.,•~-,-·-·-·-·-.. -·-·"••"·- ........ ., ...... .,, .. _.., ..... -
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- -This s-e~tion is. con.~ernecl with operator~. which ·cor.respond -
: .. ~ ... ~-1 
. ' 
. it-... \ . 




,. .. • ,, 
' 
- . 
· to multiplicati6J:l of a· cOntinuous analytic fun~tion by z,, .. 
• I 
. <;, 
· . · The formulas prove to be somewha-t more co~plicated than those _ I 
. ! 
·~·- ·-·-·-·-,·--·~-·--.. -----···· ·- - -
,• 
-~-----·-~-----· ·-. in a similar. theory developed by· :rsaacs for type ·(a) analytie . · 
!Jo, •.. 
·--·functions.· . · . . ' . 
• . \.. '',J',... . ;,_ ·ii--· . - c.1::-t,. 
. . . . 
·- ·--------------- - __ _:__ - ----- -·-···· -·--·-···:·---·-----.. ---- _ _____:______. ____ ·-··. •;-·-· -.··''•·-------.--, 
- - -i-.· - .·. ·-"~~ . 
In the formula 
41£ g = MfTg + Mgr£ + _ S £Lg + SgLf 
' . . 
. .. -. ·-----... - . 
' * the funct,ion f is to be· taken as· z or z . 
' 
. . ; ... Note tha~ Lz = P, 
. ' ·······-·r··• 
, .. 1 . • . V ' 
Lzg = ·4 [MzTg + .MgTz +._ SzLg--+· s-gLz] 
. 
. 




= -6Tg + '(z + 6) Lg. . ~ ·- .:. ...... · .. ·. ·--,- .... ---- . 
. . 
. 
----~-·--- _·· ·. .· Also Mz ~ = 0, Ti*= O, Lz.* = _:45 *; · .ind ·Sz * = 4z* + 46 * . · Th'US )' . · 
. . 
•- -··· -- ·-· 
--· 
t (52) 
--· -------·------------------- -- -, * 
. - . . . Lz g·= - 5*sg + (z + B)*I.g ·· · '. ··••.------·-.. ·-·------··-,-, .. --,,..--,-.•--~----,··~- ····- ' ..... , ..... , .. _ .. ,. .... - . - - ·--- .. ,. - --- -·-·~ ,..- --
--- -·-----·------·------·--------. --··· 
' . 
... },_.... '''" -~·:.:.. . ~ ···-·· 
-··. .:...:. 
;-'-· .. ·. 
_ .. -----·~·-- '\_ -·-·· 
- . . . 
. · In (51) t:ake g = Sf,. in (52) take g = iTf, and subtract. 
This yields·· --_ --
* 
- - . - -- --- -- -- - -- - - -- ·- - ---···· -~r ··-
•, . 
- . - - -- --··- -----. -----·------···-- - --·- -- . . t; 




,, ,, ,, .. ,,, ... ,.,,.,,., .... "'!·"',•-> LzSf - Lz iTf = -. . * ··-·· * . . . -6TSf + (z + 6)1Sf + 6 SiTf· - {z + 6) LiTf • -
(53) * . * L(zS = iz T)f = [(z + 6)S ~ i(z + 6) T]_Lf, 
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. [) ' 
• • ------ ,·-••;,•••,"••••)J•••·-•-•••,u•,-,,u,.,p,,-,,, .. ,_,,.,_,. • ', •• '' [ ,::;trT-rr Ts + rr-.:-ifSi.Tjf ·=··[-·11··+·1}_ + _i(l = -i}_ ] . TSf , . ··.·.-·,,t·. 
j 2 . 2 · 2 , .2 
t,)' ' 
.c.. • -· •' 
_. __ . _ ___ = [ .. -1 - * i + 1 ] TSf 
,._. I''' ,,, , .. I' 
., ,' .... '"""~~-.. 
: t-. 
.. . , .-- ···'""' '· . .. 
. = o. 
. . 
. -
. . -_ -. -. DEFINil'I:ON -3:: ·l"r - -~tet the opera t:or . ~ be defined by _ 
' .. -.· .. ···, --.. ·(54) ., 
C '' '' ' ~ 
* 4Z = zS -- iz. T. · 
- .... _ 
THEOREM 3 . 1. If f is descrete analytic then Zf is 
<---
( ., . ) 
. - >"'···· ··~---..... -.,.- __ .... ~_-·;:'·~·"'· --~ . ·--~-~··· .... 





__ --~--------- __ •. ____ discrete __ analytic. __ _____ . ___________ . __ .--.- ______ . _ . . . - ...... -. .~.~7-e···~--- .. :,-.~cc· ... - -~ -- t 
· PROOF: From (53) :we · see that · I 
. -
Lf = 0 implies LZf = 0. -
.. 
. . . _ .... 
·-- ,:__·---·---·--·------- .---.-. --· .: - ·; .. _ -- -- ---·-- ··-··- ·- -· : __ ;, .... _____ ,__ .. _______________________ ~----- .---··· --···------ --'·-·-·-
- , ' .-- ·-· ·"'"" --~>< •.• • 
·····.· · . - Q;-E ~ D ~ -. -.. -·-·- .. -- ·-- .. -- ---,·--·,--· .·'-· -.... -- . 
. - .. 
- ...... --- ---
., -
It is seen that the· operator Z has a correspondence 1~ith 
. . 
multiplication by z ·in· the. classical continuous the.ory. 
... •-,---,---··y .,1 .•.• , • .-v .. -·••'" ,.,.,-, ""'"'."'' ·•,• ·• It 1. s of 1·nterest to express Z .;n··- ·other· _·for··m--s,· ·we· --·have ....... , .. _ .. ___ .. ___ .... ,... ....... _ ....... -,. ·- ... ··?~ ............. _ .... _ ... :.: ...... -.----····--
-- ' - ··- . - . - - -- . - - - -. - .. J.; . -·.' ' - -- -· -- . -. . . . 
. .. ,. ...... -··-··-··-·- - ---·- - - -
. - _: · 4Zf = (zS 
- ~ . . .0 
. *" -. 




• '11 • . .. • 
' . 
·--·---------- ------------------ --
. - ----------·--.-~_:__~:::::..:::.· . - ____ ·-__ --·-_-__ · -. -~---·--
. ' ... 
. .. 
. · .. --..!,~ -· ______ :.:.._·---------·----------- -----·· - I. 
~t,. - - .. : ... ·-·--·-··---- . . . . ---- . -- - - - ---- --
.;~ - -------------- ----------- ---- - - --- --- -- -- ---·- -------- ----- --
- iz T f .. . . -- ... ~- -- ·----~-----· - . - .. . . -·- -~-- ·· - -
·r .- --- . 
0 
. -,~ ;· -·.' ·--· .-. -- .- .. ' - -- ., ......... ·- ... __ ·...___, .~.~ -)-•, -~-, '. -- -: __ .. _ .:___:\_ ,_ ... ~ 
V •, 
fl : ~f2 - f ] - 3 ___ · .. --------
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-~--. · · ... : .. ·-,---~-----Z---*·· iz.~ .... :;::_ x .. +-~=ly ... +,-,i- -(x- -~------iy)--- - ......... , .. ~,~-:-·-· .... . · . C ·. · -- ----- ------ -- -__ : __ _ 
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. '\ ,. . 




-= X + y + i (y + x)., • • 'I ' 
-· 
' . . . ' : . ··,' . - -
·= (1 + i)(x + y) 4- ·' 
. ---- -, ---- '. __ ·--~---·=· ---·----,--:. _________ : .. :.',. .. ,---- ---·-·-··--- -- --~ --------- ---.. "··· -- _________ :_·-~--.-------~------------.- -· -- . "'.'"" '---:-.-: --:-:-:-,.·-_-:-;-:·' _·-·:--.-7·:· :-.---:. - - ___ .. __ 
. . .. \ 
. ----·--- ; _;.. -· ...... --·. ;.: ---·.: .... - ;_ .... - . - -- .... -· '·---· '·:. - - -····· ' ;· 
. . 
: ,_1.,, .. ..,,-,,.7"1,...t, .. ,., ... ,,,,,$1}.,•:..1.Ji,•'J''/' .·., . . . 
·-·-· . 
-
·--- ""-~--··- -- .. --~- __ _.. - __ .,._,_ .. - - ·- . ..,. 
· · -. ' "· - - .. - · - -- ·- ---, . · ·. . : = 26 (x + y) , : ' ' . . . . ;.. . . . . ' . . .:... ' .. ' ·-_ . ' . . . . . . . . ''. . . ' . _- . . ' __; ..... 
. -- --- --- ..... - ·-·. - ·--, . - . ' , 
and ),.. . ' I. ' .· ·. 
*·' '* 




. .• . 
. . 0 Thus- .. :~. -·· · · ·· -
.~ ~.' ' . ' . 
. . 
4,, ' ' 
I 46Zf0 = 266 * (x - y) (£0 + £2 ) + 26 2 (x + y) (f1 + £3) · .· . - , - ~ 
- -,- - - - .. ----- ---, - - - - - - - -:-::-,-·cc· - - ---:----,·-.·,·_-_-,---.-·: ----- eo-_ --- - •. ·.-. 
, ---- _ ---- _ -- ··- .- • ------_:-- ·--_---;-·--.4----;-·--- --,--- -- :· _-.....:.·-=-.~'-;:..----::--c::::.-:-c::::::-:-;,--:_,-:=- ______ :._ ___ ~--~-.:..:_· ~-·---·- ... ----~-=----·~~-:-:-="~-- ..... ,ct..:::.----~'.:·_ .::--.---::-c>~~....'.-~'' ~~---_ -:"-:-
' . - . 
·,,= 2. {1 + i}. Jl ·..;, i) (~ -y) (:f ~ f .) . 
. ' . ·2 2 ·. ·-- 0 2 ' -
. . . 




.... ... . ' . '2 
- . 
'.. - -- .. -+ 2 (1 ! it (x - y) (fl + f3) 
. . - - -- -- -· - ·-· ---- .•. -------- .. - -- --- ~ . - ~--- ·- --- ----~- . - ---- -- -- ----- _, __ - - -- -- --~ --- -...-
- ----- - .. -- i. - . . --· ··-··· - .. 
. \ ,' ·" 
- - ....... -·· ~ .• c. ,• -- • - • 
. ..... , . ·-·-- .. -.: .. -- . ' ,,;. 
. 
,·• ,•,-a-•.- v·.•·-·•· , .. ,.,. . . 
Suppose. that f = L'w. 
:system give-s: 
- ·-- ----------·--·- ------· .. ·. :.- ---'···-- '., ______ ----····--··. -·-----·----.-.-------·-·--.-- ---~---------·---
0 (55) 
Employ·ing the spiral coordinat·e·--·----c-'--·.: __ - --- .. :~: ___ ..... ,,. ... --- ·-
_,_ .. -·-··· ·;··-··· ·-~------, .. - --·--·-' - ~ ' -
·. 
f O = w0 - w6 + iw 7 .. -
J 
.. 
···---------------··--·~-- - --'----,--L-----· - - ---- . - - ----·---·--····-----•-·-- -·· -···---·---------·---------------·---..------·-----·----·-·-··---···----·, .. '"'."'I'._..,---·. - ............. ' ·. - - .:-------·::·-- - . -
-· .. 
.... , -- ···--· ··-··---.-·-··-------·----~--··-···--···-·-· -·------·--·--· ,- ·-·-···--· ..... , ....... _ .... ~. -·- --.. ··- - --·-····,··--·-· - -···-·- .... . 
.. . ..... ,_, ''":"'' .· . 
. 
·- ..... -~--·--· - -- .. ,, ........ ~. ---·--··· -· .. ·--·-··· -·-
£2 - + 
0 0 Wz .... w 1Wl .... l.W3 O· _, 
- - --- ~-----.---·--·--.----~-..0..------------.--·----·- , .. 
-and 
. . - - . -·- .. ··--··- . ---------------·--·----- ···-··-- ·-·-
•\, 
f3 - + 
4 .. 
- W3 - W5 ]_WO - .iw4 .. 
,. 
' •I 










• q ',i//11,•·-'., I ',1 '/ • 
\ ' .. 
\ 
'· ... • ,'. , ;,; •'. •I; · /: . • • ... ' r •. • ,·",•", 
. . /. . ~ 
·. _ · _ .. Subst:Ltuting · this in (55) yields 
= 
' L j _., ..... 
' . 






. . . ' .. . . . 
... ~ 
. . . 
1.,.~••,••,o.,Lio'•" ,,,.,.,,.,.,,::, · ·,_., .. , .• , • .,_,..,._,._,.),, .,,:!,.,,,,.,~.,\ ;," ····~·,~·-•·•'"'"'·--.. -,-w .... ~,,-,~-">'~,".,.,.~,, ,.,.,..,.,, '~·••n---•,•••••r·-• ,., • .,.., ___ . -----· . ·-~-------------- . ·;·--~----- ___ ,· ___ ·.- ----. ·· ··-····-- · • ·-·-;--------~------ . ·-~----------: ·--.. --·-·-------:-·.---~-------------~---~----•-, '"-·-----·-----------·------- • .--.--·-----------
! · ·· · . · .· .· (56) .. · 46Zf
0 
::; (x. - y) .. (w2 = w6) +. (x + y) (w4 - w8) .. · . , . . .. 











. ~ ., . . 
+ 2l[x(w1 - w5~ + y(w3 - ·w7)] •. 
, .. ,. 
. . 
' . . . 
... : ___ __.:~·'-· .... , .. , .... ,,. 
· · Let w be a re1al harmonic function:. then f is :analvtic~ Thus 
. . - . . .... -- - . . .- .. . - .. . -- - . -· - . . . . - -. . . - ... -- .. - -. . - -- . -· - e- .,;, 
' .. , it· foll·~s from (S6) that -·. ~ 
·, 
{ 
. u = (x - y) (XY - x-1Y-1)w + -<X + y) (X-1Y -4(/xY-1)w 
(57) and 
V = 2x(X - x'-1)w + 2y(Y - Y-1 )w, 
. \ '. 
are a p~ir of harmonic corij~gate~ o . 
.. 
·• I' 
.DEFINITION· 3. 2. Let an operator Q. be defined t,y 
- ·.·-- .-·-- ... : .... .... ·-·---------·•·· ---·---·--·-'-"~- __ _-··"°----~c_-_ ... ·--c·· .c--·.--"':-:--•.·_--· .. -_,-~----- ! ..... "·,'.'!:•· ·---'" ·-·-·----- :·:.•···::.·,,-·•_·---.-;-:::·-·-----cc-:·;·-:--·--···-·'.... .· · ·'" • ..••. : __ ,. _ -·--'------··---- ·-·-··-----·-·· ____ . · .:. _______ ·· - ·· · ' 
· .. 4Q = ZS v 
', ,. . 
• --~-- . ·~-~-.-_ ..... :')-.. ·.·-. , ... -•· ., . .-, ··:• ·.-·4 
· ··.· · where S' = i + ~-l + Y-.l + x-ly-1. · . 
/"" 
. . --- - - -----',~ ------
· -- ··- .. -··-·-·-I 
. - - - --~- ____ ,,_ - --·- . -· ·-. . -- -· -- - ·-·····- --- .. -·. - -·- ---- ··-·-· .. ··-~· -·--·- -- ·--·-------·- --·- -· --·--· -·· . - -- -- . 
-· .. - .. . - . -- - ·--·· ·---- --- .. . ..... - ------· -· ---- ------ ---~-· ---·----------------·-··------·-··-·· 
. . 
THEOREM 3. 2o If: f is analytic then Qf _i§. analytic. 
PROOF: .. . 
'.i - . ' 
. . 
. ·-. . ·----· . ., .. : .... : .......... ·_., .. -~._,,. __ ,._ ... ,--.,- - _; ___ • .. -.--
(58) 
' --- --- ...... -
~. 
. . ..... ··- -. ······----· ··-· :<t> 
. . 





- ·iz TS' 
. ' -~'c 
= zA - iz B , 
where A = SS ' and B = TS O 0 • 
- . ' 
. . ....... ~ . . .. 
-- , -· -·---·----=~-~~~~-~-._· .... ~---·--.:_~~---~--~-·~·-------~-· -~~~--=-:=.-~:~----~-------- -- . --- -- . ·-· - . 
..... 








Af - = SS ~-f 
· .o· .. · . · · o 
' ' 
.y • 









' ' ,,,,,,, ... 
)' . - . . . ' . . . .. . . . 
... , ..... , '":· ., ...................... , ........... ,.,. -· .... • ............... · .. ·ff ........ , ............................................... ·v· ............ • ......................... · .............. ·-... ~ .................. ,, ............................... ,•·· ..................................... ··-----~ .......... ., ................................... __ ................. ,.,: ...................................................................... ·····-•·"""' • ......................... • ·-· ............ ,. ......................................... ··-·--··• ....... ··-·· .. ,· . . ...... , ................. ·-····-- .................. • ..... _,, ........... .. 








... - . + :f6- + fa 
---------------~------------- ----------------- ··--·- --- ··-· -
' . . . 
- ---~-: ------ ---·--- -. -·-------------• -- ... :· ·- ------·-:--::-~-:.--;:--------- -- . ------ -- •. . . . A • : . • - . . • . . • • • - . 
• ,e . 
(60) 
. ~ . aµd, similarly, . 






~-: '. •. . .. , .. ' 
' . . 
, .l., ,.· .. - •• _ •••• 
. . . 
-. . -, 
-.: . 
. . .. ·. 
' .. . .. 
. ·. 
. . 
···-----: ___ ----.---. ----- ---- - ---.-\ --- ------------- - - -- .- ---.-·-;·--·c.--,..-·.-:-··----- -----.·-·---------.· ....... - ...... ___________ ~--------·-----------------------~---""::,......... ___________ . ..,.....,,. ,  ~ · ... - ...... :. .. _, .. , .. _, ______ -- _,_ ,--
' .. At follraws from (53) th~t . ' 0 
16LQf -Ir . . -= [ ( z + o) A + ( z + 6) B ] Lf. ~ . . 
- ------: --------ff----··--·.---.~ ..... ·.-~----------------- - - ' ' ' -· -- --
- ··-·-:····----_- ·-·-------------- -------~---~--·--·-·--- ·····-,·;--·- - ·- -- ---·-- --·----- - -- -) ..,,:ft . 
Thus Lf = 0 implie~ LQf = O,. and· Qf is analytic . 
if f .is analytic. 
Q. E. D~ 
~-
The operators Z and Q are similar; how.ever, Q has greater 
symmetry to the point.of applicationo 
In order to study the propert_,i~§.·. of Q ·it is useful to 
introduce an analog of the fu:nCtion ezt. 
DEFINITI.ON · 3 e 3 o Let e(i,t) be defined by 
-
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. '.' ........... , ...... ,.., •• , ...... v ... ,,., ••. ,, 
'b. . 





I \ . 
\ : ....... ~'' ···~:.-::~ ' / 
,, 
- - -·-·· -- . ---· ·- -··-- -·-·--- ____ ·• __ ··: .- :· ___ :_ :,·,~------·····-----·-- ·-- - --- - • -------- - - - -- - - - --- ----- - --- - . - ----·-· ·- -- -····--· -~----···------····--·-·---~---------·----... -·.,., ·••p>O••"'" .............. , .............. · ............. ,_.,, •• -~ ............ ,_.,. ••• ., ......... , •• ,.·,_' ........... , ..... , .• ~,., •. , ••• ,,, ......... ·.,, .......... ,,,.,, •••.•• ,, ............... , ............ .. 
This functi·on was f.ntroduced by Jacqueline Fe·rrando 'A · ·o 
• ~ • . -# . • • Yl i 




':· - ' - ---· .. - .. 
. . 
THEOREM 3 0 3 G) • e (z ,·t) . is discrete . analytic. 
PROOF: Le(z-,'t)- = ~(z, t) +··:ie(z +. 1, t) 
r 
~ e(z ·+ i :+· l, t):=(_~e(z· + ·i, t) 
-
--·--- --··. --
- ( 2 + t 2 ..... t )x( 2 + ~t )Y. 2 el it · 
·=,·. 
" 
•. + . ( . 2 + t ). x+ 1 (. 2 + it ) y 
.
1 2 - t 2 ~ it 
,,. . 
• • .• • - -- -- - - ------ --- - -- - - - --;::-••-- -:::-::-•-,:.•----=--=:::-_::,::--.=-- L - • •--' ~--=-=--=--·- --.. ·-·---- ,- .: .. -~==-·----------===--:--.·.~--•--, • • • .:-- • •;-·-: ·- -•·•- -- • - - • 
·-_ -·- ·---- . - ·- •- •• - ...• ··-·- ··-· ..• ....;.. .. -··· ... :-:-· - ..•. - ·- ·-··· ·-· ...• -c:-____ .:.=:.·;:::s.-:=-.~·:...:.·-· ·,-_--;-.-.- ,. 
_ ( 2 + t ) x+ 1 ( 2 + ~ t ) y+ 1 . · .. . 
2 - t 2 .... it · · .· ... 
~· ' .. \ - ··-. . I , 
. r-' . J ..... ._ -· 
. . -
- ··-·-· ·--····- - .. ···-·---- --·- -·-·· ~------- ----«-••-·---··· ---·--···---~- -·-·-•·-·--- ·--·-----·-'·· 
~ -- . 
'. 
.,.. 
'),) . ) . . . ': 
_ (2 + t )(· 2 + ~t) _ i( 2 + ~t -)] 
. 2 ca t 2 c». 1.t . · 2 =- l.t 
., ...... - . - - -------. 
............ ,, 
.. , ""~----..'..·-·;.-~---·'.- ..... ,,-,--.- ... ,. ~-·· ..... , --
~ (2 + t}: J:2 + it}_Y [ ( 2 _ t) (2 _ (2 - t)x+l (2 = it)y+l · it)' 
\ . : ,_,. r--,,. ' -- y ,., 
. /. . . .. 
-----
. . 
.:·--· -,~~ .. --·-'---~·-------~-- . + i (2 +. t) (i - it) := (2 + t) (2 + · it.): 
= J2 + t}:· ! 2 +it)Y [4 - 2t - 2it 





-· -~"'' ••.• : <....1~~ ...... ·, ' 
I 
I' 
-;c-._ ' ~t 
"'L-1' ... ~-·<-·0~~ . " .. •;, 
. I 
. f/ 







+ it2 + 4i + ·2it ·+ ·2,t + 't2 cm 
.. 
ca 2it 
· Q. E. D. -- .:~- .. ------ -- --- . 
. . . - - .. ···-··- ..... · .... , __ ..... -~ .......... :--,-~-·-·.----· ...... ':":"" .. _.·.;.I-•··~"'"' .. '----·._ .... - ____ .,,. ~ '··- ·-· ... 
_ ... • .. -.. , ... ~- ~ -· ' --,--_----· __ ,.c~ .. ------~,- • -~ __ .. ._ .... ~. ~-~- ...:-->-;~-- •• :._ . .. ..... --~··· .... ···----o ... ----· • -·- .. :- ·- ·. ··' • • ·- ···-.-·-_ - · .. -- • - ·--- ~ .. ·- .._. ~: _ ' .. - --,- . -- ··-· ·: ~:-~"!: ~,--~~ ··- .._~~-~ ~-y;.:~ . .-:..-.. :-.: .. ' ~.l.---·- ·.--::;.-: · .. 7: • -~· - .• 








.:- .. , 
z 
. 1 +.tf e(z,t)Oz = 
0 




one st-ep. ~ince. the only ·possibilities are± 1 
·-and± i, we will invesf{gate +1·and ~i; the· 
1 . . -···-··· -·' --. . --





. ----------.----·--- ·~·---~ ·-'·'·-----~---'' ··-~------------···· -· 
·:;·------·····--·- .: .•.. ----------··------·-·.----',:f _________ ' 
,--- .. 
. - -·---·· ·--··----~---·----:--·-··- --,---- --------~-. -·--'··---·------------·----------·-·------·--·-·------ - - ·-
.. 
_. I 
1 ( ) [1' 2 -
~)T·.·. - 2 e z, t + ,(2 - + .. I., 
,_ - 'It. . 
.. 
_ .. . [2 + ·t + 2 - t . 
- e(z,t) 2(2+ t). ] 
,-. ----·-· ~-- -·----
- -•. - -- . 
• -• •• j 
q \ ...... 
.. 
. . •• •-•• • • -·•--.. C ,.' ., •- • .,. • c • ,,.-. • • • ,- ••• ,.,.-•-• • ' • "·--:..-·-.. •··'--•· ' ~--·,- • - • • ...... - • •· • • • _:: •• ,• ., . , ,•' •.t;·- " •• ,,-~ -- ,• ·:-·.--- ..-. -··,.•-- -•-• '-• • ,~,,.- ... :•·'-'< '. '"' ,'...-~.' •··- •-.~ " - . -·• --, ••• •. • ... .,. -·- , .,, ••·•· • 
• • • • '• .,., .·, .,_,, ~ . ., .. ~ • ~-·· ,. ' ,-.-,•,•c .._,. , .. ·•- ·_' ·••:- ,., ·~··•·~---~ • • •• -., • •' -..•o·,-·a...-s• ·.• ,.,.. •-··• • -• -• ,. -,.-.., ,.., - ' •• 
.·· -- , .. :··:"·"' . -- 2 .. ' . ' - .. '--·,·:·.- . '·.- . . ' . . . . . . 
. - - ... 
···-·-· ... ·- .... -, .... 
·--····-····-· -~-- -_·. ·•·---.- -· ·. --·. ·- •- :---· ... :~----~-· · __ _ 
·•• C i -- , > -, - .. ·. , ,_._ ,·~ ::: -e ( z ) t ) [ 2 + tl . - ::---:-~ __ _:: ~~--:-- ~-_.--~:-> .·· -
- . - --- . -----·-·· ---··- ·-·-------·-·--- ----------·-· -------------··-----·- ·------~ -· -·· --
' 
2 + t - 2 + t 1 \ 
= e (z, t) [ 2 + t . ] t 





'{; .. . : 
/ -l I_: ,, - r 
I I 
• ' •.•.•• , .•• t 
-=-= - - ' (IC.,.. -- :c. j ;;;; 
i, I \ · t
0 
I, 1 • I ~r I J 1. . ; • ',!'" 1 1 ',I .\ ;1·J·1 1, ., I, 1.,.,-. •1.'I t ' t i ! I I J 1_ ~ I. } 
,, 
.,., 
~ --- .,. 
- - - - - ~IT- .• -- -~ •. ·-··--,. i-c . ., '···"-~ " 
- ---, 





1 . . · _-. _ _ · _·· · _ J e(z,t)_6t =.= e(z,f) [1 = i-~ ~] f • .. _· ..... _  ' .. 
lj...... .......... .. ..................... .................... . .. ... . ----· ~---- -········· . ········-·- ··-···-- -·· : . __ , .. z. ~.i_ . .•.. --· -· - ····· ··-- .. ··' ~--.~-.:...~. -- -. ·---- -····- ·- ····- -,-- ..... -~ - . ---···-··. ·-··- ---- --·-···--·-·-:· -'~·-··----,-,-.,,"'" 
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. . --------------··--·-··_··--·------·J··_--.,--:, ·-------- . ----·-
rl-,··., 
. ---··-:·· --------~--. ·. -·. -·---·-----··-----~---·~. -· :· I- -- .• .... 
i.' - . 2 - it 
. = 2 e (~, t}f."l + {2 + it)l ------- -- - -------- - --. - . ----- - ------·-.{·--··· 
. . 








, ... ' .! 
- ., .. 
_. ( )'[2 + it•+ 2 G» it] 
- ie z·, t . . .. 2 ( 2 + it) 
. . 
, ............... ••d,,)·1 
.. r .i 
l 
~'I = e(z, t) [2 _;iit] 
·1.· . ·-·· - ·. ----.·--=-~~:=~c=-----·- ··-=~='-------------· ..~ ..... ·. • -~,==•--- ,~ ... -.~,c·_,· .. , ....... . 
' 
. ' ~ 
: • ....... ·.···ca•.·;-····:···-~·····-·-····-·-·-··-·· - -•• 
--------------~---------_-,--_····_---.,-·-. 
-- - ·- ------·---------..- -~ --- ------ - ' 
·' 
•; ." --·1 
...t: . 
2it 1 
= e(z,t) [2 + it] t 
-- ----·--------' ------------ ---- ---- ·-
.. -- --------'------. -·- ·----- . · . - · - · ·_. - .. ··_--.··,-.··.·-.·-.-----.-.· __ · ___ :· .. ::~-=--. :·_---:-'. .... ·:::-·-.--~·•=-, ~.---_-:~-,::.=:- -·e--··(···z, ·t.): [ 2_ +·_._1· t · , .... ·2 · ·+·····- 1.··t·· ] l""···· ,/'_ - ·-- -- • -- • •• _. '-• T - •. • ·-.--•, ·-----:-------:··-----• --"'.--•---:·••·'•• -- •• • •· • ,, •-· -•. • • ·•--
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· 2 - it· 1 




·····--·······-.. ····-··--:·,o·········--·" .. ---'··· ....... _ •.• · .. _._· •... - ....... , ..... , .. __ , . .,.~ .•....• -................... -, •.. --······'-----····· ---····--·-·r .... = e (z, t) - . e (z - i, t}_. . . , 
·,-- -··-·; ·-· ...• ,, '"-~-•-•n. .... ~ ' '. . ' ,. -
- '·-·---·-- - ---····- --· .. -----
t . . .......... -····-----·--·-· . ------'------------ -,--· ...... _: ' .. , -··· - . . . ··-········-····--·-·· ·-· - -
-. 
- --· ····- .. - ----·- - - . ~--.- ··- .. .-. -- -·- ... ···-- . 
. 
----- ----------· _, _ __,, ·---··· - .,.-··----··-·----· ···-· ........ - . - -
. . 
-· -.... ·•··· ... - ... , ... ·-···· - -·-· __ ... ______ ... _ ......... --........... ___ _. .. ,. ... . . ' - -
Now assume z is in the first quadrant, and 
. 
-··' .-·----· ··-· ---· ........ . . - --- -
z J e(z, t)6t 
0 
···- .. ---·----~·-. -~· ··--·· ·--·--------··--· '·------------------~---· ···- . 
1 2 








.... ····-·- ---- __ ,,,,,_ .. _____ - ··-- ----·-----~ - ...... ----~-" - - ----·-· .. - --·-· .. ··~-------- -- ~~~-.----------, - ---- - -
- ,_.! ----.. -----.. 
-fl,.--·- -
I 7"" •- r:::,-..,..:'-li 
"'< ,. , .••. :41 
so 
~ x+i. ,i . X 
-.-•+j ,, e(z, t)6t. + [ e(z, t)6t _ I 
-- - ··, - -- - - . . -· . . - -r 
I 
·-- ,,_ ,, , ... " x-1 
······-»••••···""·---· .. ·~·····-··--·---··-··••"-....... ,. __ , .......... : ..... _ ....... -.~,.,--.,.,.-,..,.-·-··-·····--.. ·-:···-··-."-, .. ·-··.·· .. -... ·---·--·~---··· ---. ··---------- '----··- - .. . ---~.....__ ______ ,_...,..-._, ___________ _ 
' ,, 
·•, 





·- - ,---· ... ···-· .-· 
/.,, Jx+2i. . 1. x+y.i _ , + - e(z,t)6t + ... + _- e(z;t)6t. 
x+i · x+(y~l)i 
. Z.· -- -- -- - ----------· 
,{ e(z, t)6t _ = e(l, t) -~ 
.:,; 0 ,, ' 
: ' 
' ' . 
--- ------~--------------- ·-- ----~---- ---------------- - - -- --- --- - - -- . --
' -
e (x ~ t)· +. ~. + 
,, 
' i 
+- e(x· + i, t) 
t 
. ..... ---·-. -







' ' ----------~--~--------~----- -·- --~---,-·----_----~---~-;-'--.... ~--+--- __ e (x_+_y=--i-_3- t_)_-_e_·(_x=-+_-_(y_.,...:._1._) i_..· , .... t_) 
- - ··- -- ..... ----·---~-------- ·-~-------------











·-·- ---· --·--'- _.-••••• ,-,c_,, ___ : __ -- ...... ., •• '.,e··-··:· .. :,-·-···- .. ·----···-··-----·--:. ........ ; ..... -....... , .... ,. .. :.--: ...... _ .... _ ....... , .. -·+ -- e. ( x +· -- -( y 
- 1) i, t) ~ . -~ ~- ~ --e ( x , t) 
··-- ···-· ---- .·--..- ·--·····---.---.· .. ________ : - ·------ --- ··- _' ----- . __ ·_ --·-----··---- --·-,~----·------·--------l--·---~--'--· -·--·······-·· -- ---··· -· .... 
',,., ' 
v:s • . . .: ... 
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= - [e(zjt). - l] 
0 t 
. ,(, 
·-· ·~·- -- ..... - . --··---- -----··---------·-~-- ---· -· - -
. < 
This relation brings Out an analogy with ezt. · ~ 
\ , 
I 
If ft f < 2 a_ power s·eries iexpansion in_ t ·is valido Thus 
• I 
. (61) e(z,t) = . I ,z ~:~_tn . ----
,, .... . . __ .__ ----,-----.-----·----.- ------··---- ----- . ' - - -
n=O 
By applying the binomial theorem to (61) it wquld be possible. . . 
. / 
- : _; 
/ 
o·-- -- •. .~ ••••. _._. -0--~; .-•_• ._. ---·---·--· .·_. ... - .•.••. _.,j--=· .C ••. - • 
.. 
-For the --.· 
t . 
pres~nt purpose it is sufficient to observe that they ar~ 
( 
polynomials in x and -Y· __ .. In fact . it fallows- from,. Theorem_ -3-.::4:-~·--:~ .. --~: _____ ·~~-::-~ ------- --
tha t 
·and 
.. J .{,J 
.z 
• I 
. z (n+ l) = (n + 1) f z (n~ Oz 
0 
i -. 
. . ---.-- : .-
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. THEOREM 3 G q . • ·-·· __ ., .......... ,.,. •• ,. ••. , ...... j.· . . ··., .• • r··. ' , . . -·· . ---· ....• ·:· -- - :. , .. 
Qz(n) = z (n+l) .... ···-.- ------~---=-: -- -----~'-· .1. · · 
. ' 
PROOF: A strp,igh.tforward calculation us-ing Definition 
3o2 and Definition 3o3 gives, 
-- E - -
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1t· is readily .verified that the same expression 
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a ' 
. '-· . ' . .. .- .. 
e(z,t) ~ith re~pect to to Thus 
·(62) 
,, ..... :"~ . " -· 
.. 
Subs.ti'tuting · (61) in (62~ yields 
00 00 
·, ' 
r · ·tnQz ~n>1n1 . = I n (n+l) · ···· · t z _ /n.' 
. , 
./, n=O n=O 
.. -··--, ... :::" ...•.. ____ ___ : ___ :_ --·--·-··-·- - ---- ____ . _____ .:......:.. ... ___ .~...::. ---~ ·---.. ---·- ..... --- ·-·--
······Equating the coefficients to .tn yields - - _-_ -- -·-------"'-----------·--· ~-----~- .... _ 
. " 
- -- ----- ..... --.. -•--·----.·· '· - ,_ .. -..... ---· .. ···--- . . .. ' -.---. - .... --
/ Qz(n) = z(n+l). '· . 
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. '-.-· .. , .. -~·····-·· ..... , ____ _ 
.. ,._, . 
£ and .g, f-Jc>g, is defined· ·as· 
(.63) 
"z 
f~,g :::: J f(z - t): g(t)6t. 
0 
In ·this section we shall assume f and g are define·d in a 
common simple region R which has a boundary consisting of a 
simple closed chaino Such a region will be· termed simply 
·. ·connectedo' 
Equatioq (63) requires that not only the chain O-= z ·· 
. \ o' 
I 
-·-- ··--- -·-----··---· --------·-·---·- ---·---- ... - .. 
" 
. ;---. 
. . z z z = z over which we take the double dot line. ' ' . ,. 
···~·=··~-~-- .~ :c _ -··'=· ·-·- - ·- . l ' . . 2-' 0, 0 -~ ··-' m . . ... . - .. _· . --- : =-=~== . - =- - - ~·--- - - -· j ' - - . 
. ;lntegral lies i1:1 R, but also_ the chain z - z 0 , z - z 1, ... , 
z - z lies in Ro Thus we make the following definition. m 
.... -------~---- ....:._-· ~ -,---- _·-·:' _: .. 
···-·------ .· ~,:_.__ _______________________________________ .. ----------- --- - ----- ___ :_ ____ - -
---- -----·-··--- . - --, .. ··_· . . -·· -- - ' 
. . . ' -- ..... ·. __ _.' 
DEFINITION 4o2o A simply connected region R with the 
additional property that for ~very point z in R there exists 
at least one chain O = z0 , zl' ... , zm = z in R such that 
z - z 0 , z · d z 1 , 0 o. ,z - zm is also( in R, will be- called a 
convolution regiono 
DEFINITION 4o3o .• The chain z - z , .z - z 1 , ... ,·~ .- z · o, m 
. •.·•- .. _. . 
is'called the c~nter chain of z
0
,z1, .•. ,zm, 
-----· .,. -----------~----·····-----·--·-·-···-·····---- .. -----·-· -·--···:--- .. -·--. ~----·- -··--··- _-_'.:_: __ · _____ ·. ___ . 
~· .... - -- --------~-----·-·:.........-' -·-·----- ... 
1The definitions and results appearing in this chapter may 
be found in [ 2] o 
• 
~ -· . 
... ,, , ...... .-.- ---··· .• -. ---'-,~~------~-.- '··-1,· • .. 







































Suppose ·e\lery point ,z of· a region ._can be ~reached from the 
' . 
. ,. 
because ·the· counter chain ·is simply .the· original cha.in 
. . 
t1.,a:v·erst::d t11 rever·se order. ._ To see this" note that by , .· 
, ' . ' 
symmetry· z· .. . + z . 'o = z. + z = z Thus_ Z]_o. =:= _,, mu ·z 0 
. · i m-1. · o m · GI J.J m=1. and 
the right side is the counter chain in reverse ordero 
It is instructive·to consider the corresponding question of 
. ' . 
convolution regions for the continuous caseo It is seen 
_,-1 
· .that every· region which· is star-like relative to z is a 0 
· convolution regton because the chain maybe taken to be the 
., 
- --- ·- - .. •-
straight line going from.z 0 to Zo The counter chain is then , ,,.::; 
the line from z to z 0 0 
' ·- ... ·-~·-·--·-"·-. --·------------ - ·-·- -- - , ___ , _______________ -· ~---.~-- --· -- ~ - ... 
We now are able to state the· following theorem: 
THEOREM 4~.lo !f f (z) and g.(z) are discrete analytic in 
·2. convoiution region ·R, . t'hen 
z 
(64) f*g = J f (z -
Q_ 
' z 
t);g(t)6t = J g(z -
0 




L(f*g) ::: J- f(z · - t): g(t)6t ," 
0 ., 
z+l 
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- /f(z + 1 + i - t):g(t)6t 
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z+i '- · .. ,· 
~ i J f(~·+ i = t):g(t)6t 
·o 
z 
L(f*g) = J f (z -
0 
t) ~ g(t)_6t 
z 
. . ' +_i [ J f (z + 1 - t): g(t)6t 
0 Q 
z+l . . 
· + J f c z + :.1 - 't > : g < t > 6 t 1 .. · · ··· · ·· · ·· · · · ···· · · 
i . . 
J' . 
. . ---- -· 
- - - - -·- ~--·-. ·•. _- ... _- __ ._ - --·----,---'--- .. ----.------~--- .. ;.: .. .- .. ~-----
--~- ·-. . . - . - -- ------ -- -- - - - ----------· --- -·----- --- ----- . .. : •.. - ' . 
z ' 
- [ f f(z + 1 + i - t):g(t)6t 
I 
I 0 
- - -- . - ··-- ---·--·----····---··--·-·-----------·- - ---- ·- - ·-------·----·-----··-------·-' ---·-------------·-·--·- ----
- •---- _____ , _ _,_ ______ -----'--~-- ·-·-----
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z+ l +i -








+J f(z + i - t):g(t)6t]. 
.z 
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- f (z + 1 + GI l. = t) 
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. --- -------------·, 
' . 
-·if(z + i =t)l:g(t)6t.-
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z-),_~ .. JI-· - --- -- _______ - _________________________ ._,. 
.. - ----- ·.(65) -·, . -,, J:.(·f~g). =f L [ f (z - \. 
t)]: g (t)6t .... . . . 
e 
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z+i 
-~ ~ -· ~~- i J f ( z 
.{-1'.f' ', 
·--- ··--· ·,:1~----+ i .---t) :g(t)6t. 
·,-
. z 
. ' -- ~--- .... ,.,... ..-.~-- . ....-, --- . Since f (z) is discrete analytic at ·z·, ' .•. --. , ......... --··· the first .... 
' 0 l O (6C:) 0 !i!h . 
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_ - .z+ 1·. . ,;., 
L<f;g> =if f(z"~:'.1 ~ t):g(t)6t 
1, 
·. z 
. - ' ..... 
,-.. 
___ z+l+i .1 , . , 
..•• : _ ~ C - J f ( Z . + :( + •<i• J, .. ·.··. • t) : g ( t)6 t .. .•. ... -- •• i ~C . : •- _ . · . . --· ·- ------ ·------· ~' -- ' 
--- - - -- --
z 
" .. .... ,. "'. . .- .. . . 
- ' .. -
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_...: __ .......... 
• a• , ' _ ' ,; • • • , , ' - i J f ( Z + i - t) : g ( t) 6 t • . • • -:- · 
--· V • 
//' ... - - . . ' - ' : ' 
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- --- - - ' -- _....---- . •, . ~J~:-·. --~.- . . . : ......... 4. 
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. z ' . . . .. . 
... ( • 1 
-----·-.-~~~----'-----------Usi~g_the _ definition of __ the double dot· integral 
-- · _·we obtain, 
' ' . 
• • 'f • 0. - -. 
. . 
:--- . ;·-:-. ----. ---- . 
.. - ' 
. ! 4. 
' . \ 
. ·._ .. 
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.. - [f(z2 - z1) + f(z 2 - z·0 )] [g(z1) 
. q 
-· ·------------------------------ ----··' --· . -·- - ----·· ·-·- ---------- ----·-------- -- ..... . 
.. · - +g(zo)](zl- zo) 
-· ,_ ...... --. . 
..:-- .- . 
.... . - -
;:.-.··· 
' ' . 
. ·. 
.. 
--·. ---- -~- ··--------·-:· .",;··-···---.--._:-; .. _ ... ,-.... , .... .,~-,,·:~ · ... ~- -- ·-· ·· i [ f (z · -. z ) + f (z - -z -·)] [g (z ) : 
. . . ~it ,. ' ''' -- -- . ·--_- ·- -· . . . .. - ' 3 . 3 . 3 0 " - 3 -
- 1tJ . . - .. ... . 
-
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- . . . . -- --··· ··-- ·--·-·-- ....... - ·--- --··- - ------~----- ---- --- - . --- ----
.. - = i[f(O} + f(l) )[g{z1) + g(z0 )](l) ,-- ,c 
•· ... ·---·· . . -
- - - ---·--- . 
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• ', t I 
- [f(O) + f(i)][g(i~) + g(z1)](i) . 
. '·' .. 
- [f(i) + f(i.-+ l)][g(z1) + g(z 0 )](1) 
., •' 
- - ----~ - - ------ -- .. 
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- ________ , -,-__ ---- -·--· ~ ' -- . : ' . :!!I 
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' - ! . 
. - r. 
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58 
- i [f(O) + f(i)][g(z3) + g(z0 )]~i). 
. . 
.< ___ .. , Using -the fact that f (i +·_ 1) = f-(0) + if (1) 
.... 
L(f*g) = f (f (O) + f{:i,,)JLg(:z;}. 
.. . . 
~ . 
<, 
;. ·----·-:._ -----· --- : ·. - ··• ' --- ... 
·.-- - """'., ........... , ...... ,. ...... ,.,., .... .. 
···•-':"""····'" ... ,., ... . 
, .. , ... ·"'·· ·'···-~-- Thus if g(Z)_ is discrete_·analytic, Lg(~) = o,~-------,-·--"~"-~----. __ 
j which ·implies. L(f-*g) = O, which implies'\ f*g: . 
is discrete analytico 
. .·• ·-1· 
-
To prove.relation (64) :let :s lit .. ~ . ,,, ............ ,:.., = z· - ·t, ··then ~y 
- ---- ----- ------·-· ··----·---- - . 
. . ' . . 
. \ 
the definition of: the double dot. integral .. . 
. , .. · .... 
. .· ."' ' .. · ... 
-. 
. •. . ... . 
- ·-----·- -·.-:-_-r-· - -- __,......,.. __.._, -- _:.._ ..: - ___ .......... - - ~-- - - ~ - - -· . - ------ - - -
. . 
' ... 
--·- -·---:: .'.' Z --- ¥ ... -- --: - -- -~ , .• \: ' • • • • ·,. '·, • - - ·- 'O . . . 
........ 
\ 
. ··---·-----~-\--:~,-~---· ._, _·_----~-. - . . -- __ ._:~-~-- ...• ·---· • • • - -- C _--= J-g (Z_; - r) : fer) 5 r. ... . 70 - -- ·-----·--.···· -
---· ----- ... - ·-----------~___:_ __ ,. -· > . • ----. --- .. 
- -- --· -,--·· ·.· . - -Q . . -- -----·--- --- -·-····-·-·-·----·--- . . ·----~ 
: ' . . . ! . 
• ··------.----·------- 1- ' .•• ·---------·- --·· - -.--- Here-the summation on sis taken over the-
I 
-
--counter chain, and ... the summation.~on r runs over 
the · counter chain in the reverse order o · Thus .. 
. , .
. . ' - . -- - ·-· - -- ··-· ... . - ·- - - ~-.- ... - - -·-· . 
(64) follc;>ws .be·cause the double dot integral is 
-- ........ , --.-.,. ... ,~: ., .. " - ..... ,. - . ' 
,--· ··------~--:-. ---~~-- ,_._·-~·----- inde_pendent 0£ -pa tho -
-----·-------------· -- ---- ·------,.. -----·- --- ·-·- ----·. -~-------- -·--- ____ ., ___ . ~ . -.- ' .. 




,.. . ' .. 
.. ·-·--- ----.:-:---:- ------.--------,---------------·-------·-·--------- -· 
, . 
- ---·-~·--·-~_:_ ... 
I 
. . . 
From: -theorem--40-l we see that the .convolution product is 
commutative ari.¢1 preserves discrete analyti·city in convolu- · 
. . 
-~-- : ... ~---, ---------- ·· -t-ion· reg-iens-;,··-·----rhe.C--d-is-tri-butivity f O'll.ows easily from the --. - ... ·;.. ._·.-_. - .. -- - ·: . 
definition of the double dot integralo The next theorem· 
----~~ ---
n n nn 





. . ''" . 





concerns ·.the associativity of tlJ._e -COnvvolut:ion producto The . 
. , 
. ' . ' . 
<let.ails in proving· associat·ivity for convolution regions are· 
. .. . ...._ 
. not. completely underst.ood,, for this' reason the theorem is 
. __ ,,, ___ - __ ., -· --·----· 




i" ,. ' • 
.. which ·include' the origin ... 
. ·THEOREM 4o 2o If f, g· and h !tr~· discr-et·e a~alyti~. i!l 2. 





. .. -- ~ -- -··------ --------.- ... --·- ---~- ---- - --·· 
. . 
j I 













PROOF~ Since R is· rectangular ·and simply connected; the 
,-.· '· . .' . , . - . ) 
fun~tions f, g · and h ·may be co11tinued in a non·- · 
-- . . .......... -.. . - . . . ' ~ 
> . 
't.1pique way as discre,te analytic functions , in the 
, 
--.- ·· -··-- --- ______ -__ ----- --,------- -----.- ··· ent.ire discrete .complex·· planeo _· The continu~tiori ~ · 
,• 
-- ---
may be· carried out by defining- arbitrarily the · 
... . . 
·-· ~ __ .:__ __ .. -... ~--~ ______ ..;_ ______ ~---values of . f, g · -and h -.for the port ions of the x 
"--· 










)·+if(z ·+ 1)-.f(z~ +: 1:+i)· 
. . J~ • . 
-"if(z + i) 0 I 
- - . . . . 
.. ·- ··--·· - -----·-------·-,·--·-·----·---- -- - - - - - -- -
, • ... ·,·J' 
and the values of f,. g and h in R and on the -. x· :."··, ,_ . 
and .y· aJces we may continue f, g and h to the 
entire lattice as discrete analytic functionso 
\ . 
Now cons .ider 
w z 
f * (g * h) = J f(w -.:z): J g(z - t):h(t)6t6z. 
0 0 
. . 
r '· = ,,-,-
/. 
r.,_ " 
' Let· (z ~-z,lj O e G, z ) be a chain in R j qining 0 




. and w . su,ch that the· cou;-i ter chain (w ,m2-.. zo·~ ·-· ..... ······ .... - ................................  
' . 
' . 
;'•' . w - ~lt.' , , , w - zm) is in R, COns idering the 
•.::,, .. 
-- . . ·-····-. 
. ' . . 
line inte_gral ove~ :this chain, w~ define 
.... "·· 
. '· ·-1' -
~- ..... - ' ___ :_ .. -- -·--'-·----: .. _ --l--·--- -- ' 
..... ·. 
µ(z .. ,ZJo) = g(z. ·~·z;) _· if .i ~ j and 
. 1 · · 1 J. 
-----~.,.·; .-_.•-(! 
. , ' 
From the definition of the double ~~~- ~~~egral _______ .· _____ ,, ______ 
0 
_____ • ______ _ 
... _ ................. ---·~--'-~ _ __..,..._,,_~---,-~· 
. . /"-, .. 
-------· ---------- --· -
._ ..... 
we· have,· . ....._ ..... -
~ .·. 
w w 
··:- : ... ""'.'..:-
.'' . . ~ . 
· f * (g * h) = f fcw -· z): J µ(z,t):h(t)6t6z} .. 
0 . 0. . ...... · 
~- ' 
('' 
·rnterchan.ging the order . 
-··-- "··-----··;_:_-···~----··--.. ~·· ·; ••• .:..: · •• , •••• -•··'"---.-- • -- I 
· ·· of discrete integration gives · · 
_.. .. . . _ ; .. _ _ __ • :.. --~~- _f __ -k (g. * ·· h) · = Jwh(t): fwf{w __ ;_z):~µ(z, t)6zfit ... _ -- .: =__---_________  
... ,,.,, ...... , 0 . 0 .. 
... 
Using the definition of µ(z, t),. this becomes 
. . W . ·W · -
·· --.-- <_ · --~- : ~--£;·* (g * h) · == j h(t): jf(w - z):g(z ~ t)6z6t. 
•'' , .......... ._-, .... ~· .. -.-.•.,•,.--.··- ,- ., ··---::.. -- ............... --.-,oc---· - ·'-' -·--· -··-.• 
, ... 
.. --··---~----·-·-····--- -·-·-· .... ··• --- ·-- --· - -·-· ·-·- --- ·- -- -----............ -· -
~i:::::....:::=-··· ~---- ; • 
0 t 
- Let ,: = w .... z; then z =- ~ = w - T - to Then· 
. w w-t. . 
f * (g * h) = 1-h(t): J f(-r): g(w ~ 'L = t:)5-r6t:. 
·o· ·· o ···. ······ · · ·· · 
,Let-~= w - t; then t = w -- ·( which gives 
" 
. ·w· 
f * (g * h) = J h(w 
0 
/' . 




.... -... -. .-...·.-,-- .. - --- ·-













· Thus f -*· -(g * h) · = h * (g * f) = (f * g) * h. 
•, 
I 




~t_has now been·•shown that the· convolution product sat-isfi,es 
. -
• .... ,.I. 
,) 








-· --- .. , . ·---· 
. ·~ . 
' 
. 1 
ordinary_ ·multiplicationo Moreover ·t.he convolution product 
_ :_ preseryes_. cliscrete analyticity, while ordinary multip.1icati.on 
' ..., 
' • ' I 
-does noto 
- - • I> • • ' 
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........... ' .. , ~.-':.:.. ,; ',.., .. 
. . 
.. ... : ..... ;···· ":;·'··-l' 
' .. · 
. - .. 
-- ___________ ,,_ -- --.---------•- --------.----. -·---•-------··-- ------- -·------- -- .. -,---·------------
. "';· .. · 
, . 
----- ·----.. ----- 4' .... , 
1 . 
~ •·'• 
---~·-- - -·, .... ~ ... ---
-- - .. ' -- .. -.-- ·----. ·-· 
____ .:.._.:_.:_, -· ~.:-... -·-~:.--~'"----" ' --------- ·------·--·---- -
0 
,;,.· . 
' .. - ..... 
·. ·. \ 
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